ILEAnet Report from the study:
Law Enforcement Agencies priorities as regards
domains requiring more standardization

About ILEAnet
ILEAnet is a sustainable organizational Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) practitioners network focused on research & innovation
addressing LEA challenges, together with a community of individuals interested to exchange and collaborate in this area. By
encouraging such discussion between practitioners and experts from academia and industry, the ILEAnet stimulate LEAs’
capabilities to influence, develop and take up research, development and innovation (RDI) that is useful and usable for LEAs
and thus help them to tackle the major challenges they face. ILEAnet consortium consists of 20 partner organizations from 17
European countries, most of them are LEA practitioners. ILEAnet is financed by Horizon 2020 Secure Societies programme,
within the topic: SEC-21 GM 2016-2017 “Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of security” –
Practitioners (end-users) in the same discipline and from across Europe.

Executive Summary
•

One of the requirements in the call “Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the
field of security” was that “Practitioners (end-users) in the same discipline and from across Europe can
get together to indicate priorities as regards domains requiring more standardization”.

•

To do so, ILEAnet had realised various activities to ensure that all its members have a possibility to
fully express their needs for future standardization. They were the expert panels, series of surveys for
collecting the LEAs proposals for standards, brainstorming sessions for commenting and discussing
those proposals and finally a specific session dedicated to that topic during the ILEAnet Public
Workshop on “Standardization in Security Research”.

•

Data collection was based on the question to LEAs: what standards related to your daily work you
would welcome most? Respondents were asked to indicate the standards according to their type:
Terminology – Material – Product – Technology – Process – Procedure – Service – System. The
purpose of standardization was divided into two aspects: enhancement of Performance and
Interoperability. It was assumed that all ways of standardization are possible to produce the standards.

•

Before data processing, there were 140 proposals for standards corresponding to the four main fields
of the ILEAnet interest: Migration, Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime and Terrorism. A significant
portion of them was a common subset, so they were included into a separate category – the Crosscutting domains.

•

During data processing 25 various domains requiring more standardization were identified:
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•

In the next stage of the study, they were prioritised in terms of Importance and Urgency.

•

Finally, the identified domains were compared against the European Standards elaborated by CENCENELEC Technical Bodies and the standards-related calls from Horizon 2020 Secure Societies.
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Contextual Background
In Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2016 – 2017, Secure societies – Protecting freedom and security of
Europe and its citizens, in the call Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of

security, “practitioners (end-users) in the same discipline and from across Europe were invited to get
together to:
•

monitor research and innovation projects, with a view to recommending the uptake of the
industrialisation of results,

•

express common requirements as regards innovations that could fill in capability and other gaps
and improve their performance in the future,

•

indicate priorities as regards domains requiring more standardization 1”.

In this report, ILEAnet presents its findings as regards standardization in the area of security.

International Standardization Organization
A world-wide recognizable body developing standards is ISO – International Standardization Organization.
ISO is “an independent, non-governmental international organization with a membership of 165 national
standards bodies. Through its members, it brings together experts to share knowledge and develop
voluntary, consensus-based, market relevant International Standards that support innovation and provide
solutions to global challenges2”. There are several types of deliverables developed by ISO3:
•

International Standards, which provide “rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or for their
results, aimed at achieving the optimum degree of order in a given context”,

•

Technical Specifications, which “address work still under technical development, or where it is
believed that there will be a future, but not immediate, possibility of agreement on an International
Standard”,

•

Technical Reports, which publish results of “survey or from an informative report, or information of
the perceived ‘state of the art’”,

1

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617security_en.pdf (access: 1st of November 2021).
2

https://www.iso.org/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

3

https://www.iso.org/deliverables-all.html (access: 1st of November 2021).
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•

Publicly Available Specification, “published to respond to an urgent market need, representing
either the consensus of the experts within a working group, or a consensus in an organization
external to ISO”,

•

International Workshop Agreement, developed to “enable market players to negotiate in an “open
workshop” environment. International Workshop Agreements are typically administratively
supported by a member body”,

•

Guides, elaborated with the aim to “help readers understand more about the main areas where
standards add value”.

The adoption of the existing International Standards as the European Standards is possible through the
mechanism defined by ISO and CEN in the Vienna Agreement4. As a result, one out of three European
Standards is identical with an ISO standard5.

European Standardization Organizations
European Standards are developed and/or approved by three European Standardization Organizations
(ESOs) – CEN-CENELEC6 and ETSI. They are officially recognized as competent in the area of voluntary
technical standardization7.
CEN8, the European Committee for Standardization, “is an association that brings together the National
Standardization Bodies of 34 European countries. CEN provides a platform for the development of
European Standards and other technical documents in relation to various kinds of products, materials,
services and processes”.
CENELEC9, the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization, “is an association that brings
together the National Electrotechnical Committees of 34 European countries CENELEC prepares voluntary
standards in the electrotechnical field, which help facilitate trade between countries, create new markets,
cut compliance costs and support the development of a Single European Market”.

4

https://www.cencenelec.eu/about-cen/cen-and-iso-cooperation/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

5

https://www.iso.org/news/ref2733.html (access: 1st of November 2021).

6

CEN-CENELEC (written with hyphen) are two distinct organizations working under the same Management Centre
(https://www.cencenelec.eu/management-centre/ access 1st of November 2021).
7

https://www.cencenelec.eu/european-standardization/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

8

https://www.cencenelec.eu/about-cen/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

9

https://www.cencenelec.eu/about-cenelec/ (access: 1st of November 2021).
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ETSI10 (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) is an independent, not-for-profit, international
standardization organization, “recognized as the regional standards body dealing with telecommunications,
broadcasting and other electronic communications networks and services”.

European Standards
According to CEN-CENELEC11, “a standard is a technical document designed to be used as
a rule, guideline, or definition. It is a consensus-built, repeatable way of doing something. Standards are
created by bringing together all interested parties such as manufacturers, consumers and regulators of
a particular material, product, process, or service. All parties benefit from standardization through increased
product safety and quality as well as lower transaction costs and prices. European Standards are
implemented by the national CEN and CENELEC Members as a national standard and therefore is included
in the standards catalogue of CEN and CENELEC’s Members, the National Standardization Organizations
in 34 countries”.
In addition to the European Standards (EN), CEN-CENELEC offers also other deliverables for various
purposes, such as:
•

CEN and/or CENELEC Technical Specification (TS) – a normative document,

•

CEN and/or CENELEC Technical Report (TR) – an information document,

•

CEN and/or CENELEC Workshop Agreement (CWA) – document developed and approved in the
CEN or CENELEC workshops,

•

CEN and/or CENELEC guide – document that give advice or recommendations,

•

CENELEC Harmonization Documents (HD) – developed by CENELEC only.

Important objective of the European standardization is “to ease compliance with European rules and
regulations such as EU legislation. Through Regulation (EU) No 1025/2012, CEN-CENELEC may receive
a request to produce European harmonised standards in support of EU legislation and policies”.
In 2011, the European Standards Organizations received from the European Commission the Programming
Mandate to establish security standards12. The security concept in this Mandate “includes, among others,
protection against threats by terrorism, severe and organised crime, natural disasters, pandemics and major
technical accidents”.

10

ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) is an independent, not-for-profit, standardization
organization in the field of information and communications (https://www.etsi.org/ access 1st of November 2021).
11

https://www.cencenelec.eu/european-standardization/european-standards/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

12

European Commission, Enterprise and Industry Directorate-General, M/487 EN Programming Mandate Addressed
to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI to Establish Security Standards, Brussels, 17th February 2011.
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Examples of the European Standards in Area of Security
The vast majority of the European Standards in the security area are developed by CEN, through its various
Technical Committees and other Technical Bodies. The examples of are to be found on the CEN-CENELEC
website13. There are, among others, the standards related to societal security or forensic science:
•

EN ISO 22315:2018 Societal security – Mass evacuation – Guidelines for planning, by CEN
Technical Committee 391 Societal and Citizen Security,

•

EN ISO 21043-2:2020 Forensic sciences: Recognition, recording, collecting, transport and storage
of items, by CEN Technical Committee 419 Forensic Science Processes.

They all will be discussed later, in the section CEN-CENELEC Standards in Defence and Security Sector.

Company Standards & Standardization
In complement to the above open standards, there are also company (corporate) standards. They are
produced in a standing-alone way, aside from the standardization mainstream led by international
standardization bodies. Usually, their purpose is an internal use by companies or groups of companies of
similar type (corporations).
According to the theory of standardization, “the company standard is a specification of a product or process
to be repeatedly and consistently used in an organization. A company standardization is standardization
within a company, including its positioning towards external standardization. Thus, a company standard
may have the form of:
•

a reference to external standard(s) officially adopted by the company,

•

a company modification of an external standard,

•

a subset of an external standard,

•

a standard reproduced from other external documents,

•

a self-written standard14”.

The company standardization applies to the area of security too. The company standards can be developed
by Law Enforcement Agencies themselves and get a form of internal standards within those organizations.
There are also some standards developed and promoted by internationally recognised organizations or
associations operating in the field of security and then widely used by Law Enforcement Agencies.
Two examples of that kind of standards are described below.

13

https://standards.cen.eu/ (access: 1st of November 2021).

14

Vries, Henk J. De, Standardization – A Business Approach to the Role of National Standardization Organizations.
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston / Dordrecht / London, 1999.
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Interpol and DVI Guide
Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) is “the method used to identify victims of mass casualty incident that
could be a result of a natural disaster, such as an earthquake or cyclone, or a terrorist attack. A coordinated
effort by the international community can significantly speed up the recovery and identification process,
helping victims’ families to begin the healing process and societies to rebuild. It can also help investigators
identify possible attackers. In 1984, INTERPOL produced the first Guide to Disaster Victim Identification.
The guide is updated every five years and is the unique globally accepted standard for DVI protocols15”.
European Emergency Number Association and #112
#112 is “the European emergency number, available free of charge, 24/7, anywhere in the European
Union. Citizens can dial 112 to reach the emergency services, including the police, emergency medical
services and the fire brigade. European Emergency Number Association believes that having a common
emergency number everywhere in Europe is directly benefiting citizens and visitors. #112 was first
standardized in 1972 and later by a decision of the EU Council in 1991 and subsequently reaffirmed in
2002 by article 26 of the Universal Service Directive and its subsequent amendments. It is managed and
financed in the European Union by each member state, who also decide on the organization of the
emergency call centres. Nowadays, #112 is also recognised by the other standards, including CEN or
ETSI16”.

Definition of Standards & Standardization in Horizon
2020 Security Calls
There is no common and single definition on standard and standardization in the Horizon 2020 programme
Secure Societies – Protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens.
In the first two Work Programmes of Horizon 2020 (WP 2014-2015 and WP 2016-2017) there were no
general explanations on “standards” and “standardization”. Only in the Work Programme 2018-2020 the
European Commission explained that: “In this Call, ‘standards’ and ‘standardization’ are used in a broad
sense, except where they are specifically referred to as ‘European standards’ or ‘European standardization’”.
In such context, the ILEAnet assumption was to carry out the study in a broad sense, i.e., the European
Standards as well as company (LEA) internal standards and other standardization initiatives in the area of
security.

15

https://www.interpol.int/How-we-work/Forensics/Disaster-Victim-Identification-DVI (access: 1st of November
2021).
16

https://eena.org/about-112/whats-112-all-about (access: 1st of November 2021).
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Methodology
There is no “standardized” way to define the domains that require more standardization or to develop prestandardization proposals. They can be collected and/or elaborated in many ways, through (or by support
from):
•

EU Mandates (e.g. M/487 EN Programming Mandate Addressed to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI to
Establish Security Standards),

•

EU Green Papers (e.g. COM(2009) 624 on obtaining evidence in criminal matters from one
Member State to another and securing its admissibility),

•

EU projects (e.g. H2020 projects with standardization component),

•

Best practice methodology (pre-standardization by establishing best practice manuals),

•

CWA (CEN Workshop Agreement),

•

Contact with National Standardization Organizations to get support from their Technical
Committees/Working Group in establishing new work items or new project committee).

ILEAnet Approach
The goal of ILEAnet was to identify the LEAs’ priority domains for standardization in the area of security,
with the general premise as outlined in Horizon 2020 Security Societies – “standards” and “standardization”
are used in a broad sense. Further assumption was that the way to defining domains for standardization
shall go through gathering the proposals for standards and then combine similar ones into upper classes
(domains).
To make the study complete, the ILEAnet team implemented a 5 steps methodology:
•

Preparatory stage – analysis of the standardization goals in Horizon 2020 Secure Societies,

•

Data collection – gathering of proposal for standards,

•

Data processing – defining domains based on similarity of the proposals,

•

Prioritisation – positioning of the domains in terms of importance and urgency,

•

Comparative analyses – comparisons of the identified domains against the existing EU Standards
and the Calls in Horizon 2020 Secure Societies Work Programmes.

After the necessary theoretical preparation setting the contextual background, the ILEAnet team began
collecting standard proposals, first through the brainstorming session with the ILEAnet community and then
the experts panel discussion with the members of the ILEAnet Steering Committee. Then the LEAs
representatives, through the ILEAnet National Contacts, were invited to express their standardization
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needs17. The assumption was that the proposals of LEAs representatives could go to different fields and
categories of daily LEAs operations and concern proposals for standards, pre-standardized items or
expected results of future standardization. To consolidate such proposals and identify priorities regarding
domains requiring more standardization, the collected data were then subjected to processes of
aggregation and generalisation. The data processing was based on grouping the similar proposals for
standards and combining similar proposals into more general domains. The theoretical part18 and the results
were then presented during the ILEAnet Public Workshop#4 “Standardization in Security Research” where
the invited experts in their fields were asked to prioritise them as for importance and urgency. Finally, the
domains identified by ILEAnet were compared with the existing EU Standards in the area of security and
the Calls for projects announced under Horizon 2020 Security Societies Work Programmes.
The graph below summarises the ILEAnet methodology for this study.

Activities and Timelines
The activities undertaken by ILEAnet in the study and their timelines are presented below, in the following
order: Action – (Who) – Purpose – Date.
•

Desk-studies by ILEAnet Work Package 4 – (WP4) – Identification of CEN-CENELEC security
standards and how standards are defined in Horizon 2020 Calls – November-December 2020,

•

Initial open session – (ILEAnet Community) – Open discussion on standardization within the
ILEAnet Community – 14th of December 2020,

17

The questionnaire-template for that activity is attached in the Annex 2 to this Report.

18

As presented in the chapter Contextual Background.
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•

Experts panel – (ILEAnet Steering Committee) – General presentation on standardization followed
by a discussion of the first findings – 17th of December 2020,

•

Summary and data aggregation – (WP4) – Preparation of the Questionnaire for Steering
Committee (SC) Members to get their ideas – January 2021,

•

The first round of information gathering – (ILEAnet Steering Committee) – The first list of future
areas for standardization proposed by SC Members – February-March 2021,

•

Summary and data aggregation – (WP4) – Preparation of the Questionnaire for ILEAnet National
Contacts (INCs) to get their ideas – March 2021,

•

The second round of information gathering – (ILEAnet National Contacts) – Request to INCs to
comment and complement the first list of the proposals for future standards – April 2021,

•

Open panel session – (ILEAnet National Contacts) – Final discussion with INCs on the list of the
proposals for future standards – 6th of May 2021,

•

Summary and data aggregation – (WP4) – Preparation of the presentation for Public Workshop –

May-June 2021,
•

Plenary session – (ILEAnet Public Workshop participants) – Presentation of the list of domains for
future standardization, discussion on priorities – 9th of June 2021,

•

The third round of information gathering – (WP4) – Exploration and comparative analysis of the
results vs. the existing EU standards and research-based standardization – June-November 2021,

•

Indicating priorities as regards domains requiring more standardization – (WP4) – Fine-tuning of
the results obtained during the above items – November-December 2021.

Fields of Analysis
The study was carried out within each of four fields of the original ILEAnet interest:
•

Migration,

•

Cybercrime,

•

Serious & Organised Crime,

•

Terrorism.

The methodology was the same within each of the above-mentioned fields. All fields were explored in
parallel.

Categories of LEAs Operations
In the study, the following categories of LEAs operations were considered:
•

Policing – the maintenance of law and order by LEAs, done in a state, region, neighbourhood or
at a certain event.
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•

Special operations – highly organized, pre-planned activity that uses specially trained LEAs officers
who are prepared and equipped to resolve a critical incident.

•

Crime prevention – the LEAs proactive measures that attempt to prevent crime from occurring or
eliminate it before any further results appear.

•

Criminal investigation – the process of collecting information by LEAs, to confirm the crime occurred
and subsequently identify and prosecute the perpetrator.

•

Forensic science – the application of scientific methods to establish facts about the crimes and
perpetrators, which may be used for legal proceedings.

•

Intelligence – information gathered by LEAs from various sources that are not always used for legal
proceedings but may lead to the prevention or solution of a crime.

•

Information exchange – the act of information sharing by LEAs through passing information from
one to another or giving access to it through certain systems.

•

Data management – the practice of LEAs related to collecting, keeping and using data securely,
efficiently and cost-effectively.

•

Administration and support – all range of activities that support the management and day-to-day
operations of LEAs organizations.

Types of Standards
Terms, “standards” and “standardization” were used in the study in a broad sense, as in the Horizon 2020
Work Programme “Secure societies – Protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens”, i.e. not
limited to International or European standards. The proposals aiming at best practices, standard operating
procedures and other type of “company standards” were also accepted. The LEAs representatives
participating in the study were asked to indicate their suggestions with a view to the different types of
standards (in the commonly understood sense of the following terms19):
•

Terminology – the technical or special terms used in a business, art, science, or special subject,

•

Material – an element, constituent, or substance of which something is composed or can be made,

•

Product – something that is made or grown to be sold or used,

•

Technology – a machine, piece of equipment, method, etc., that is created by practical application
of knowledge in a particular area,

•

Process – a series of actions that produce something or that lead to a particular result,

•

Procedure – an established or accepted way of doing something in a series of steps followed in a
regular definite order,

19

Definitions based on: https://www.merriam-webster.com/ access: 2nd of November 2021.
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•

Service – useful labour that does not produce a tangible commodity,

•

System – a regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole.

Purpose of Standardization
The respondents were requested to consider the purpose of future standardization with a view to two
aspects, i.e. improving the LEA performance that deals with increasing efficiency in daily routine work in
the local environment and interoperability between LEAs at the national and/or European level. Those two
categories were itemised in more details, as follows.
Performance
•

Safety – less risk of damages of lives, health, goods, etc.,

•

Quality – higher degree of excellence of the LEAs services,

•

Transparency – more trustful, fair and honest way of LEAs operations,

•

Efficiency – reduced amount of LEAs time, money and effort.

Interoperability
•

Semantic – common understanding of operations/data to exchange,

•

Syntax – unified context of operations/format for data to exchange,

•

Transmission – compatible technical tools for cooperation/exchange of data,

•

Protocol – single set of rules of cooperation/exchange of data.

The graph below summarises the categories to classify standardization domains.

Definitions:
Type of standards
Terminology

Material

Product

Technology

Process

Procedure

Service

System

Purpose of standardization
Performance:
Safety
less risk of damages of
lives, health, goods, etc.

Quality
higher degree of
excellence of the
services

Transparency

Efficiency

more trustful, fair and
honest way of operation

reduced amount of time,
money, and effort

Syntax
unified context of
operations/format for
data to exchange

Transmission
compatible technical ways
of operations/tools for
data exchange

Protocol
single set of rules of
cooperation/exchange of
data

Interoperability:
Semantic
common understanding
of the operations/data to
exchange
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Results
The obtained results are shown below according to the three phases of the work, i.e., data collection, data
processing and prioritisation.

Data Collection
The ILEAnet approach to indicating priority domains requiring more standardization based on the
assumption that it should start with the collection of the proposals for standards as suggested by LEAs. In
practice, it boiled down to a question:

What standards related to your daily work you would welcome most?
During data collection process the respondents were informed about the important assumption that at the
stage of questioning, it didn’t matter what model of standardization should be used to produce those
standards, i.e. the European or Company/Corporate Standardization, or any other way. The goal was to
find out what the LEAs (who are experts in their fields but might not be familiar with all the ways of
standardization) see as the vital item to be standardized.
The request for the proposals for standards was addressed to different groups within ILEAnet (Steering
Committee Members, ILEAnet National Contacts, the LEAs’ representatives) in the series of various
activities. Several ILEAnet members (AUT, FRA, GER, IRL, ISR, LAT, ITA, ROM, SVK) have sent their
responses and after an initial scanning and processing, 140 items were identified as in alignment with the
four ILEAnet fields of interest: Migration, Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime and Terrorism.

Important note:
In this study, the Law Enforcement Agencies representatives’ responses were very broad in range, starting
from pre-standardization proposals, through examples of standards, to description of the expected results
of standardization. In the report all of them are covered with the term “proposal for standard”.

The statistical data are presented in the form of diagrams followed by tables, in the following order:
•

Fields and proposals,

•

Categories of LEAs operation vs. Fields,

•

Types of standards vs. Fields,

•

Purpose of standards/Performance vs. Fields,

•

Purpose of standards/Interoperability vs. Fields.
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Fields and Proposals

Total = 140 proposals for standards

21%

26%

21%

Migration

Cybercrime

32%

Serious & Organised Crime

Fields

Terrorism

Proposals

I.

Migration

29

II.

Cybercrime

44

III.

Serious & Organised Crime

30

IV.

Terrorism

37

Total

140

Fig. 1, 2. Fields I – IV; Number of proposals, original data statistics (before aggregation)

Most of the proposals (32%) from the LEAs’ representatives dealt with Cybercrime whilst the field
Terrorism was the second choice (26%). When it goes to lowest scores, the fields: Serious & Organised

Crime and Migration were less interesting for the LEAs reaching equal frequency (21%).
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Categories of LEAs Operations
50
40

30
20
10
0

Category
\
Field

Forensic science

Intelligence

Information
exchange

Data
management

Administration
and support

Total

Criminal
investigation

Terrorism

Crime
prevention

Serious & Organised Crime (SOC)

Special
operations

Cybercrime

Policing

Migration

Migration

4

3

0

2

2

2

10

5

1

Cybercrime

0

0

2

15

1

6

13

7

0

SOC

0

1

1

3

0

4

12

6

3

Terrorism

0

0

1

8

0

6

13

6

3

Total

4

4

4

28

3

18

48

24

7

Fig. 3, 4. Categories of LEAs operations vs. Fields, original data statistics (before aggregation)

The largest number of proposals for standards concerned the Information exchange category. They were
almost evenly distributed over the 4 fields. Criminal investigation was also a notable category, in which
proposals for Cybercrime field prevailed. The third category was Data Management, having also almost
equal level of proposals across all fields. Far behind them were Intelligence and Administration and support.
Against the background of the above, there were very few proposals in typically police categories such as

Policing, Special operations and Crime prevention. The lowest recorded category was Forensic Science.
However, this can be explained by the fact that it is the only one of the categories of LEAs operations to
have got an active CEN Technical Committee 419 Forensic Science Processes, which is currently working
on standards for forensic science, and it probably meets the needs of LEAs in this category.
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Types of Standards
50

40

30

20

10

0
Terminology

Material

Process

Procedure

Type
\
Field

Process

Procedure

Service

System

Total

Technology

Terrorism

System

Product

Serious & Organised Crime (SOC)

Service

Material

Cybercrime

Technology

Terminology

Migration

Product

Migration

1

0

5

6

3

5

0

9

Cybercrime

1

0

1

7

6

19

0

10

SOC

2

0

0

2

4

7

0

15

Terrorism

2

0

0

5

3

14

0

13

Total

6

0

6

20

16

45

0

47

Fig. 5, 6. Types of Standards vs. Fields, original data statistics (before aggregation)

As for the predefined types of standards regarding which the respondents submitted their proposals, most
of them concerned the System type. On a comparable level the respondents submitted proposals for the

Procedure, where the proposals in Cybercrime field stood out significantly. Proposals for Technologies and
Processes amounted for medium level, while the Products and Terminology scored the lowest. It might be
noteworthy that LEAs’ representatives did not submit any proposals for common standards regarding

Material and Service. This can be explained by the fact that being practitioners, they did not pay much
attention to the materials but rather to the concrete solutions. As for the service, working in the national
public services they might not feel mandated to express any need related to that category as they did not
exactly know what the common standard for service can bring into their systems.
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Purpose/Performance
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Safety

Efficiency
Total

Performance
\
Field

Efficiency

Terrorism

Transparency

Serious & Organised Crime (SOC)

Quality

Cybercrime

Transparency

Safety

Migration

Quality

Migration

6

9

0

14

Cybercrime

10

17

2

15

SOC

5

8

2

15

Terrorism

11

10

0

16

Total

32

44

4

60

Fig. 7, 8. Purpose/Performance vs. Fields, original data statistics (before aggregation)

When it goes to the application of the proposed standards to improve Performance, the largest number of
proposals were related to increasing of Efficiency. The distribution of the proposals for the individual fields
was almost uniform. The aspects of raising Quality ranked lower, but with a significant number of proposals
related to standards in Cybercrime field. Safety took the third place with still a good number of proposals,
whilst only the few of them were related to increasing of Transparency.
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Purpose/Interoperability
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Semantic

Protocol
Total

Interoperability
\
Field

Protocol

Terrorism

Transmission

Serious & Organised Crime (SOC)

Syntax

Cybercrime

Transmission

Semantic

Migration

Syntax

Migration

2

5

12

10

Cybercrime

3

18

8

15

SOC

3

7

3

17

Terrorism

4

9

6

18

Total

12

39

29

60

Fig. 9, 10. Purpose/Interoperability vs. Fields, original data statistics (before aggregation)

In the context of Interoperability, the representatives of LEAs submitted the largest number of proposals
for standardization of Protocols, whilst Syntax scored the second place. Those results correspond to the
obtained high numbers in terms of the types of standards, i.e., Procedure and System. As it goes to Syntax
itself, it is worth noting the standout number proposals for Cybercrime field. The Transmission aspects were
ranked third. With relatively low number of proposals Semantic got the last place that also corresponds to
the low number noted in the Terminology standard type.
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Data Processing
The collected data were then subjected to processes of aggregation and generalisation. Aggregation
consisted in grouping the proposals for standards that were similar in genre and scope. They were also
linguistically unified and repetitive proposals were eliminated. Then, the data did undergo the process of
generalisation, based on the mechanism of combining similar proposals into a single and more general
domain. With a view to the fact that more than 10% were a common subset, they were excluded from
each field and put into a separate one – the Cross-cutting Domains.
In the result, there were 62 proposals finally grouped in 25 various domains requiring more standardization
in the future, 5 for each field (5).
When it goes to the categories of LEAs operations, the highest scored categories were Information

Exchange with 17 proposals for standards, then Criminal Investigation (14) and Intelligence (10). Data
Management (8) and Administration and Support (5) were noted in the middle, and the categories such
as Forensic Science (3), Crime Prevention (3) and Policing (2) had relatively low number of proposals.
As afar as the Types of Standards are concerned, the data was not distributed evenly. The highest numbers
of proposals dealt with Procedure (23) and System (21), and they significantly prevailed over the next
one, Technology (8), whilst the types such as: Process (5), Terminology (3) Product (2) were even far
lower represented.
Regarding the Purpose of Standardization in the aspects related to Performance, the highest number of
proposals were related to increasing Efficiency (26), then raising Quality (19) and improving Safety (13),
whilst at the end was Transparency (2). Concerning the aspects of Interoperability, Protocol (28) prevailed
over Syntax (19), Transmission (10) and Semantic (1).
All fields are presented below, in the following order: Migration, Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime,
Terrorism Cross-cutting field.

Important note:
In the process of data aggregation and then generalisation of the proposals into domains, the
categories of LEAs operations, types of standards, and the purpose of standardization as for
performance and interoperability were determined as they seemed "the most likely" or "the most
representative" for the proposals for standards, but this does not mean that they are limited to them
only. In practice they may correspond with the other categories, types, and purposes too.
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Migration Domains
Nr

Domain

1.

Automated
linguistic
translations

2.

Human age
assessment

3.

Combating
migrant
smuggling

4.

Information
sharing about
human
trafficking

5.

Surveillance
and border
management

Proposals for standards
1. Standardized technology for
translation of different foreign
languages as spoken by migrants
(or other persons)
1. Standardized procedure for the
assessment of the age of migrants
(or other persons), e.g. medical,
psychological and other noninvasive procedures
2. Standardized technology for
assessment of age of migrants (or
other persons)
1.
Standardized
operational
platform for national/international
based
investigations/operations
against organised criminal groups or
human smuggling networks
1. Standardized database of
information about missing persons,
suspected
traffickers,
vehicles/vessels, routes, modus
operandi etc.
1. Standardized technology for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in
surveillance
and
border
management
2. Standardized smart video
surveillance platform for movement
management at the state border
(and inside the country)

Category of
LEAs
operations

Type of
standard

Purpose/
Performance

Purpose/
Interoperability

Administration
and support

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission

Forensic
science

Procedure

Transparency

Protocol

Forensic
science

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission

Criminal
investigation

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Policing

Technology

Quality

Transmission

Policing

Product

Quality

Transmission

Fig. 11. Migration domains requiring more standardization (after data processing)

After data aggregation, there were 7 proposals for standards noted in the field of Migrations. There was
no significant prevalence among the categories of LEAs Operations with Policing (2), Forensic Science
(2), Criminal Investigation (1), Information Exchange (1) and Administration and Support (1). The same
observation applies to Type of Standards, with Technology (3), System (2), Procedure (1) and Product
(1). As for the Purpose of Standardization in the Performance aspects, proposals related to Efficiency (4)
prevailed over Quality (2) and Transparency (1). When it comes to Interoperability, the highest number of
proposals was related to the unification of technical tools for cooperation or data exchange – Transmission
(4), then Protocol (3).
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Cybercrime Domains
Nr

1.

2.

3.

Domain

Cybercrime
prevention

Cybercrime
incidents
response

Fighting
crimes in
online
environment

Proposals for standards
1. Best practices guidelines on
cybercrime prevention measures
2. Best practices on how to avoid
major (state-level) hacks
3. Standardized approach to
alternative sources and new
methods to increase capacity for
cyber monitoring space, largescale analysis data, improving
access to digital evidence,
streamlining of IT infrastructure
1. Standard Operating Procedures
on cybercrime for first- (frontline)
and second-level responders
2. Best practices on how to
respond to state-level hacks
3. Guidelines on when state-level
hacks constitute cybercrime (as
opposed to espionage)
4. Guidelines on civil-military
cooperation concerning major
(state-level) hacks
5. Guidelines on civil-military
cooperation
in
cybercrime
investigations
6.
Standard
Operating
Procedures/Best practice manual
for national/international Cyber
Security Incident Response
7.
Standardized
operational
platform for national/international
investigations against Cyberattacks
8. Real time information exchange
system
about
national
/
international
cyber-attacks
conducted by cyber actors
9. Guidelines on when to inform
EU partners about major (statelevel) hacks
1. Standardized technology to
search the surface, deep and dark
web as well as social media
accounts for information related to
Cyber-attacks
2. Early warning system to detect
suspicious activity on the surface,
deep and dark web as well as
social media accounts
3. Standardized approach to GDPR
informed event detection from
online sources
4. Best practice manual for
conducting investigations in online
environment
5. Common technology to search
the surface, deep and dark web as
well as social media accounts of
suspects

Category of
LEAs
Operations
Crime
prevention
Crime
prevention

Type of
Standard

Purpose/
Performance

Purpose/
Interoperability

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Procedure

Safety

Syntax

Intelligence

Process

Efficiency

Syntax

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Safety

Syntax

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Safety

Semantic

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Safety

Protocol

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Safety

Protocol

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Criminal
investigation

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Safety

Protocol

Information
exchange

Procedure

Safety

Protocol

Intelligence

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission

Intelligence

System

Safety

Protocol

Intelligence

Process

Quality

Protocol

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Criminal
investigation

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission
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4.

5.

Fighting
economic
cybercrime
Safeguarding
privacy in
fighting
cybercrime

6. Security standard for developers
programming
social
media
software
allowing
LEAs
appropriate and efficient access to
the
data
during
criminal
investigations
7. Information exchange system to
inform each other about suspicious
online activities
1. Unified technologies for
cryptocurrency analyses
2. Standard Operating Procedure
on cybercrime seizures and
forensics
1. Best practice manual for
ensuring privacy and data
protection in fighting diverse types
of cybercrime

Criminal
Investigation

Product

Quality

Syntax

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Criminal
investigation

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission

Forensic
science

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Data
management

Procedure

Transparency

Syntax

Fig. 12. Cybercrime domains requiring more standardization (after data processing)

When it goes to Cybercrime proposals for standards (22), the largest number concerned Criminal
Investigation (11), whilst the other categories did not stand out against it: Intelligence (4), Information
Exchange (3), Crime Prevention (2), Data Management (2), Forensic Science (1). In relation to Types of
Standards, the most proposals were related to Procedure (12), while the other types also did not stand
out significantly: System (4), Technology (3), Process (2), Product (1). In the context of Purpose, in terms
of Performance of standardization, Safety (8), Quality (7) and Efficiency (6) were proposed as the first
three, while Transparency (1) was far below. Regarding Interoperability, Syntax (10) was the most
represented and followed by Protocol (8), with much lower number of proposals for Transmission (3) and
Semantic (1).

Serious & Organised Crime Domains
Nr

Domain

Proposals for standards

Category of
LEAs
Operations

Type of
Standard

Purpose/
Performance

Purpose/
Interoperability

1.

Warning
systems about
organised
crime group
members’
possible return
to criminal
activity

1. A standardized system alerting
LEAs in due time of the release
members of international criminal
groups
from
custody
or
imprisonment

Administration
and support

System

Safety

Protocol

2.

Organised
crime
prevention

1. Best practices in the field of
prevention of organized crime

Crime
prevention

Procedure

Transparency

Protocol

Information
sharing about
organised
crime groups
activities

1.
Standardized
reciprocal
information between EU countries
on organised criminal groups, their
members and activities within the
EU space
2. Information exchange platform
for indicated/found novelties (e.g.
drug smuggling, trafficking in

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

3.
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4.

5.

Fighting
crimes against
cultural goods

Fighting
environmental
crimes

human
beings,
cross-border
organised groups, etc.)
1. Early warning protocols when
stolen cultural goods are detected
2. Standardized approach to
creation of an EU police registers to
record the provenance of movable
objects in the art market
3. Standard for the description of a
cultural good (object ID card)
1.Standardized mechanisms for
quantifying
damage
in
environmental crime

Intelligence

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Intelligence

Process

Efficiency

Syntax

Data
management

Terminology

Quality

Semantic

Criminal
investigation

Procedure

Transparency

Syntax

Fig. 13. Serious & Organised Crime domains requiring more standardization (after data
processing)

There were 8 proposals for standards related to Serious & Organised Crime. They were almost evenly
distributed in the categories of LEAs operations: Intelligence (2), Information exchange (2), then Crime
Prevention (1), Criminal investigation (1), Data management (1) and Administration and Support (1). As
it goes to Types of Standards, the highest number was related to System (4), then to Procedure (2),
Process (1) and Terminology (1). As for the Purpose of Standardization, within Performance the
distribution was: Efficiency (4), Transparency (2), Quality (1) and Safety (1). Within Interoperability, the
highest number of proposals dealt with Protocol (5), then with Syntax (2) and Semantic (1).

Terrorism Domains
Nr

Domain

Proposals for standards

1.

Terminology
in the area of
terrorism

2.

Warning
systems about
a terrorist
possible
return to
criminal
activity

1. Common definitions of terms:
Terrorism, Violent extremism,
Radicalization
1. Early warning system between
EU LEAs on released terrorists from
prisons, improved cooperation with
EU prison intelligence

3.

4.

Terrorism
prevention

Intelligence on
terrorist
recruitment

2. Early warning system shared
among EU LEAs on returning
foreign (terrorist) fighters
1. Best practice manual on
prevention/deradicalization
2. Exchange of information about
experiences on rehabilitation,
reintegration, tailor-made programs
and
community
engagement
initiatives
1. Platform and efficient channels of
communication
between
governmental, non-governmental
actors, researchers at international
level with a view to sharing
recruitment trends and forecasts
about terrorist and extremist
groups

Category of
LEAs
Operations

Type of
Standard

Purpose/
Performance

Purpose/
Interoperability

Administration
and support

Terminology

Quality

Semantic

Administration
and support

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Administration
and support

System

Safety

Protocol

Intelligence

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Information
exchange

Procedure

Efficiency

Protocol

Intelligence

System

Efficiency

Protocol
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5.

Information
sharing about
activities of
terrorist
groups

2. Uniform way to update the list of
terrorist and extremist groups
1. An online system providing
access to information about
suspects in connection with
terrorist financing
2. Unified protocol to report and
exchange data on terrorist modus
operandi

Data
management

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Intelligence

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Safety

Protocol

Fig. 14. Terrorism domains requiring more standardization (after data processing)

As for Terrorism-related proposals for standards (9), they were almost equally distributed among
Intelligence (3), Administration and support (3), then Information Exchange (2) and Data Management
(1). The most represented Type of Standard was System (5), then Procedure (3) and Terminology (1).
When it goes to Purpose of standardization and Performance, there results were comparable among
Efficiency (4), Quality (3) and Safety (2). Concerning the aspects of Interoperability, Protocol (6) prevailed
over Syntax (2) and Semantic (1).

Cross-cutting Domains
Nr

Domain

1.

International
criminal
investigations

2.

Information
sharing
about
criminal
matters

Proposals for standards
1.
Standard
for
conducting
international investigations
2. Uniform procedures for cooperation
with partners from abroad within
criminal investigations
1. Standardized real-time information
exchange hub
2. Standard for information exchange
among the Member States particularly
in the field of operational cooperation
and joint investigation teams
3. Standardized data discovery
protocol for real-time detection of
linked cases on a pan-European level
4. Standard for information and
automated data collection system in
relation to the links between cases,
places and ways of committing a
crime
5. The standardized message format
for data exchange
6. Standard for the exchange of data
obtained by Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and other Key-Technologies
7. Standardized secure network,
protected
against
unauthorized
connection, enabling information
exchange of materials classified as
limited or confidential or secret
8. A system of information exchange
between law enforcement authorities
with the right to share under a
single/common secrecy level

Category of
LEAs
operations
Criminal
investigation

Type of
standard

Purpose/
Performance

Purpose/
Interoperability

Process

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Transmission

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Data
management

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Data
management

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Information
exchange

Procedure

Quality

Semantic

Data
management

Technology

Safety

Transmission

Information
exchange

Procedure

Safety

Syntax
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3.

4.

5.

Improving
quality of
data

Evidence
exchange

Open-source
Intelligence

1. A standardized approach to the
development of technologies, devices
and solutions for the acquisition of
data and access to information
2. Best practice manual/Standard
Operating Procedures to improve the
quality of data provided through
manual input
1. Standardized evidence exchange
protocol and system for compliant
(post-Mutual
Legal
Assistance/European
Investigation
Order) transfer of evidence between
LEA jurisdictions
2. An ontology-based standard for the
representation and exchange of digital
evidence
3. Standardized technology to
exchange digital evidence and the
data extracted from the devices
1. Best practice manual for using
Open-Source Intelligence Tools

Data
management

Process

Quality

Syntax

Data
management

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Information
exchange

System

Efficiency

Protocol

Information
exchange

Terminology

Quality

Semantic

Information
exchange

Technology

Efficiency

Transmission

Intelligence

Procedure

Quality

Syntax

Fig. 15. Cross-cutting domains requiring standardization (after data processing)

When it goes to the subset of data excluded from the Fields I-IV and put to the Cross-cutting domains,
there were altogether 16 proposals for standards. The highest number of them was related to Information
Exchange (11) and Data Management (5), whilst the other categories of LEAs operations were noted far
lower: Intelligence (1), Criminal Investigation (1). In relation to Types of Standards, System (6) and
Procedure (5) were represented the most, then Technology (2), Process (2) and Terminology (1). As for
the Purpose of standardization, in the aspects related to Performance, Efficiency (8) prevailed over Quality
(6) and Safety (2). In the context of Interoperability, Protocol (6) and Syntax (5) were the most
represented ones, followed by Transmission (3) and Semantic (2).
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Prioritisation
The results of the abovementioned processes of data aggregation and generalisation constituted subject
for discussion with participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop #4 “Standardization in Security Research”.
Cybercrime

Serious & Organised
Crime

Terrorism

Cross-cutting

Automated linguistic
translations

Cybercrime prevention

Warning systems about
organised crime group
members possible return
to criminal activity

Terminology in the
area of terrorism

International
criminal
investigations

Human age
assessment

Cybercrime incidents
response

Organised crime
prevention

Warning systems
about a terrorist
possible return to
criminal activity

Information
sharing about
criminal matters

Combating migrant
smuggling

Fighting crimes in
online environment

Information sharing
about organised crime
groups activities

Terrorism prevention

Improving quality
of data

Information sharing
about human
trafficking

Fighting economic
cybercrime

Fighting crimes against
cultural goods

Intelligence on terrorist
recruitment

Evidence
exchange

Surveillance and
border management

Safeguarding privacy in
fighting cybercrime

Fighting environmental
crimes

Information sharing
about activities of
terrorist groups

Open-source
Intelligence

Migration

Fig. 16. Fields and domains requiring more standardization (after data generalisation)

For that activity, participants were asked to prioritise the standardization domains and decide which is the
most important and why, and which is the most urgent and why?
Discussion was divided into the five fields (Migration, Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime, Terrorism,
Cross-cutting domains) and in each of them the participants were shown the list of domains followed by
examples of standards and were asked the same five questions, as follows:
•

Question 1(five items ranking): Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance
(the most important domain is at the top of the list)

•

Question 2 (five items ranking): Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency
(the most urgent domain is at the top of the list)

•

Question 3(open ended): Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please
elaborate here:

•

Question 4 (open ended): Do you have any other migration-related domains you consider to be
important and or urgent for standardization and that we did not include?

•

Question 5 (six choices, single choice): Please tell us the type of organization you work for?

The results in each field are presented below.
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Migration Priorities
In this part, participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop were shown the information below, followed by a
short introduction.
Domain

Example

Combating migrant
smuggling

Standardized operational platform for national/international based investigations/operations
against organised criminal groups or migrant smuggling networks

Information sharing on
human trafficking

Standardized database of information about missing persons, suspected traffickers,
vehicles/vessels, routes, modus operandi etc.

Surveillance and border
management

Standardized smart video surveillance platform for movement management at the state border

Automated linguistic
translation

Standardized technology for translation of different foreign languages as spoken by migrants

Human age assessment

Standardized procedures and technology for assessment of age of migrants

Fig 17. Migration; Standardization domains and examples

Then the participants were invited to answer the specific questions. 23 participants took part in the poll.

Question 1

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance (the most important domain is at the
top of the list).
The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Information sharing on human trafficking
Combating migrant smuggling
Surveillance and border management
Automated linguistic translation
Human age assessment

Fig 18. Migration; Standardization priorities – Importance

Question 2

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency (the most urgent domain is at the top of
the list).
The combined results are shown below.
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1
2
3
4
5

Combating migrant smuggling
Surveillance and border management
Information sharing on human trafficking
Human age assessment
Automated linguistic translation

Fig 19. Migration; Standardization priorities – Urgency

Question 3

Are you aware of existing standards in those domains?
The compiled results are shown below.
No (unanimously)

Question 4

Do you have any other migration-related domains you consider to be important and or urgent for
standardization and that we did not include?
The compiled results are shown below.
-

Border control processes

-

Process of return migrants from Europe to the home country

-

ID process standardization

-

UAV domain and counter UAV domain

-

Methodology to estimate data on irregular migration

Question 5

Please tell us the type of organization you work for.
The results are shown below.
55%

Law Enforcement Agency

5%

Standardization Body

0%

European Commission

22%

Academia / research center

9%

Industry / private company

9%

Other

Fig 20. Migration; Poll participants by type of organization
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Cybercrime Priorities
In this part, participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop were shown the information below, followed by a
short introduction.
Domain

Example

Prevention

Best practice manual on cybercrime prevention measures, incl. how to avoid major (state-level) hacks

Response

Standard Operating Procedures/best practice manual for national/International Cyber Security
Incident Response

Crimes in online
environment

Standardized technology to search the surface, deep and dark web as well as social media accounts
for information related to cyber-attacks

Economic
cybercrime

Standardized technology for cryptocurrency analyses, standard operating procedures on cybercrime
seizures and forensics

Safeguarding privacy

Best practice manual for ensuring privacy and data protection in fighting diverse types of cybercrime

Fig 21. Cybercrime; Standardization domains and examples

Then the participants were invited to answer the specific questions. 21 participants took part in the poll.

Question 1

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance (the most important domain is at the
top of the list).
The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
3
5

Prevention
Safeguarding privacy
Response (ex aequo)
Crimes in online environment (ex aequo)
Economic cybercrime

Fig 22. Cybercrime; Standardization priorities – Importance

Question 2

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency (the most urgent domain is at the top of
the list).
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The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
3
5

Prevention
Crimes in online environment
Response (ex aequo)
Safeguarding privacy (ex aequo)
Economic cybercrime

Fig 23. Cybercrime; Standardization priorities – Urgency

Question 3

Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
The compiled results are shown below.
-

GDPR (could this be considered as a standard?)

-

There are digital forensic standards for gathering and transmission of digital evidence

-

ISO 27001 series

Question 4

Do you have any other cybercrime-related domains you consider to be important and or urgent for
standardization and that we did not include?
The compiled results are shown below.
-

Education of people not to act irresponsibly when online

-

Information domain vs. disinformation, misinformation, fake news…

Question 5

Please tell us the type of organization you work for.
The results are shown below.
55%

Law Enforcement Agency

5%

Standardization Body

0%

European Commission

20%

Academia / research center

10%

Industry / private company

10%

Other

Fig 24. Cybercrime; Poll participants by type of organization
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Serious & Organised Crime Priorities
In this part, participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop were shown the information below, followed by a
short introduction.
Domain

Example

Warning systems

Standardized system alerting LEAs in due time of the release members of international criminal
groups from custody or imprisonment

Prevention

Best practice manual in the field of prevention of organised crime

Information sharing on
OCG20 activities

Standardized reciprocal information between EU countries on organised criminal groups, their
members and activities within the EU space

Environmental crimes

Standardized mechanisms for quantifying damage in environmental crime

Crimes against cultural
goods

Standardized approach to creation of an EU police register to record the provenance of
movable objects in the art market

Fig 25. Serious & Organised Crime; Standardization domains and examples

Then the participants were invited to answer the specific questions. 16 participants took part in the poll.
Question 1

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance (the most important domain is at the
top of the list).
The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Warning systems
Prevention
Information sharing on organised criminal groups’ activities
Environmental crimes
Crimes against cultural goods

Fig 26. Serious & Organised Crime; Standardization priorities – Importance

Question 2

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency (the most urgent domain is at the top of
the list).

20

Organised Criminal Groups.
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The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Warning systems
Prevention
Information sharing on organised criminal groups’ activities
Environmental crimes
Crimes against cultural goods

Fig 27. Serious & Organised Crime; Standardization Priorities – Urgency

Question 3

Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
The compiled results are shown below.
ISO 14040 and 14044 for life cycle assessment of environmental impacts

Question 4

Do you have any other serious & organised crime-related domains you consider to be important and or
urgent for standardization and that we did not include?
The compiled results are shown below.
-

Corruption

-

Identification and specific info sharing on proxy-actors

Question 5

Please tell us the type of organization you work for.
The results are shown below.
60%

Law Enforcement Agency

0%

Standardization Body

0%

European Commission

20%

Academia / research center

7%

Industry / private company

13%

Other

Fig 28. Serious & Organised Crime; Poll participants by type of organization
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Terrorism Priorities
In this part, participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop were shown the below information, followed by a
short introduction.
Domain

Example

Terminology

Common definitions of terms: terrorism, violent extremism, radicalisation

Warning systems

Early warning system shared among EU Law Enforcement Agencies on returning foreign
(terrorists) fighters

Intelligence on terrorist
recruitment

Standardized communication channels between governmental, non-governmental actors and
researchers at international level on terrorist recruitment trends

Prevention

Best practice manual on prevention/deradicalization

Information sharing on
terrorist activities

Unified protocol to report and exchange data on terrorist modus operandi

Fig 29. Terrorism; Standardization domains and examples

Then the participants were invited to answer the specific questions. 18 participants took part in the poll.
Question 1

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance (the most important domain is at the
top of the list).
The combined results are shown below.

1
2
2
4
5

Warning systems
Terminology (ex aequo)
Prevention (ex aequo)
Information sharing on terrorist activities
Intelligence on terrorist recruitment

Fig 30. Terrorism; Standardization priorities – Importance

Question 2

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency (the most urgent domain is at the top of
the list).
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The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Warning systems
Information sharing on terrorist activities
Prevention
Intelligence on terrorist recruitment
Terminology

Fig 31. Terrorism; Standardization priorities – Urgency

Question 3

Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
The compiled results are shown below.
No (unanimously)

Question 4

Do you have any other terrorism-related domains you consider to be important and or urgent for
standardization and that we did not include?
The compiled results are shown below.
-

Information domain

-

Low-cost AI based technologies

-

Propaganda activity

Question 5

Please tell us the type of organization you work for.
The results are shown below.
56%

Law Enforcement Agency

6%

Standardization Body

0%

European Commission

16%

Academia / research center

11%

Industry / private company

11%

Other

Fig 32. Terrorism; Poll participants by type of organization
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Cross-cutting Priorities
In this part, participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop were shown the below information, followed by a
short introduction.
Domain

Example

International criminal
investigations

Standards for international investigations, uniform procedures for cooperation with partners from
abroad within criminal investigations

Sharing criminal
information

Standard for information exchange among the member states particularly in the field of
operational cooperation and joint investigation teams

Evidence exchange

Standardized technology to exchange digital evidence and the data extracted from the devices

Improving quality of
data

Best practice manual/standard operating procedures to improve the quality of data provided
through manual input

Open-source
intelligence

Best practice manual for using open-source intelligence tools

Fig 33. Cross-cutting Field; Standardization domains and examples

Then the participants were invited to answer the specific questions. 18 participants took part in the poll.
Question 1

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by importance (the most important domain is at the
top of the list).
The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Sharing criminal information
Evidence exchange
International criminal investigations
Improving quality of data
Open-source intelligence

Fig 34. Cross-cutting Field; Standardization priorities – Importance

Question 2

Please reorder the list of standardization domains by urgency (the most urgent domain is at the top of
the list).
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The combined results are shown below.

1
2
3
4
5

Sharing criminal information
Evidence exchange
International criminal investigations
Improving quality of data
Open-source intelligence

Fig 35. Cross-cutting Field; Standardization priorities – Urgency

Question 3

Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
The compiled results are shown below.
No (with comment: you cannot establish International Criminal Investigations through standards)

Question 4

Do you have any other cross-cutting domains you consider to be important and or urgent for
standardization and that we did not include?
The compiled results are shown below.
-

Crisis management along with other security stakeholders

-

Online undercover activity

Question 5

Please tell us the type of organization you work for.
The results are shown below.
61%

Law Enforcement Agency

6%

Standardization Body

0%

European Commission

17%

Academia / research center

6%

Industry / private company

10%

Other

Fig 36. Cross-cutting Field; Poll participants by type of organization
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The all above results show that in two fields it was observed that the order of the list of priorities indicated
as the most important match one-to-one with order of the list of most urgent ones. That was the case in
Serious & Organised Crime and Cross-cutting field.
SERIOUS & ORGANISED CRIME
Crimes against cultural
goods

Environmental crimes

Information sharing on
OCG activities

Prevention

Warning systems

IMPORTANT
LEAST

MOST
URGENT

Crimes against cultural
goods

Environmental crimes

Information sharing on
OCG activities

Prevention

Warning systems

Fig 37. Serious & Organised Crime; Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further
standardization

CROSS–CUTTING DOMAINS
Open-source
intelligence

Improving quality
of data

International criminal
investigations

Evidence exchange

Sharing criminal
information

IMPORTANT
LEAST

MOST
URGENT

Open-source
intelligence

Improving quality
of data

International criminal
investigations

Evidence exchange

Sharing criminal
information

Fig 38. Cross-cutting Domains; Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further
standardization

In the field of Cybercrime and Terrorism the same single domain was placed at the top of the list of the
most important and the most urgent priorities. That speaks in favour of a solid standardization need in such
domain.
CYBERCRIME
Economic cybercrime

Crimes on-line

(ex aequo)

Response

(ex aequo)

Safeguarding privacy

Prevention

IMPORTANT
LEAST

MOST
URGENT

Economic cybercrime

Safeguarding privacy

(ex aequo)

Response

(ex aequo)

Crimes on-line

Prevention

Fig 39. Cybercrime; Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further standardization
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TERRORISM
Intelligence on
terrorist recruitment

Information sharing on
terrorist activities

Prevention

(ex aequo)

Terminology

(ex aequo)

Warning systems

IMPORTANT
LEAST

MOST
URGENT

Terminology

Intelligence on
terrorist recruitment

Prevention

Information sharing on
terrorist activities

Warning systems

Fig 40. Terrorism; Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further standardization

The most important and the most urgent standardization needs are not always compatible. This seems
logical, since the need for standardization in some areas may be perceived as sudden and pressing and
thus respondents indicated on their Urgency, while being aware of the greater rank of standardization in
other areas, that spoke in favour of their Importance. As an example, one can consider the field Migration.
MIGRATION
Human age
assessment

Automated linguistic
translation

Surveillance and
border management

Combating migrant
smuggling

Information sharing on
human trafficking

IMPORTANT
LEAST

MOST
URGENT

Automated linguistic
translation

Human age
assessment

Information sharing on
human trafficking

Surveillance and
border management

Combating migrant
smuggling

Fig 41. Migration; Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further standardization
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Comparative Analyses
This chapter provides the comparative analyses between the domains identified in the ILEAnet study and
the standards produced by CEN-CENELEC in the area of security, as well as the Calls for proposals for
standard and standardization-oriented research and development projects under the Horizon 2020 Secure
Societies Work Programmes.

CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies and Security Standards
To compare the results obtained in the study with CEN-CENELEC standards, the Technical Bodies whose
standardization goals reflect the EU policy in the area of security and the security-related CEN-CENELEC
standards shall be selected.
To do so, first the CEN21 and CENELEC22 Sectors were compared against the security industry sectors
mentioned in the Communication from the Commission on the Security Industrial Policy Action Plan for an
innovative and competitive Security Industry 23

CEN plus CENELEC Sectors

European Standard Organization

Accumulators, Primary Cells and Primary Batteries

CENELEC

Chemicals

CEN

Construction

CEN

Consumer

CEN

Defence and Security

CEN-CENELEC

Digital Society

CEN-CENELEC

Electric Equipment and Apparatus

CENELEC

Electric Motors and Transformers

CENELEC

Electronic, Electromechanical and Electrotechnical Supplies

CENELEC

Electrotechnology General

CENELEC

21

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cen-sectors/ (access: 25th of November 2021).

22

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cenelec-sectors/ (access: 25th of November 2021).

23

COM (2012) 417 final, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the
European Economic and Social Committee, Security Industrial Policy Action Plan for an innovative and competitive
Security Industry.
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Energy And Utilities

CEN-CENELEC

European Labels

CEN

Food And Agriculture

CEN

Household Appliances and HVAC

CEN-CENELEC

Mechanical and Machines

CEN-CENELEC

Mining and Metals

CEN

Insulated Wire and Cable

CENELEC

Lighting Equipment and Electric Lamps

CENELEC

Occupational Health and Safety

CEN-CENELC

Low Voltage Electrical Equipment and Installations

CENELEC

Services

CEN

Transport and Packaging

CEN-CENELEC

Fig 42. CEN and CENELEC – Sectors

Security sectors indicated in Security Industrial Policy Action Plan
Aviation Security

Maritime Security

Border Security

Critical Infrastructure Protection

Counter-terror Intelligence
(Including Cyber Security and ommunication)

Crisis Management/Civil Protection

Physical Security Protection

Protective Clothing

Fig 43. EU Security Industrial Policy Action Plan – Security Industry Sectors

A detailed comparative analysis between the above sectors shows that most of those identified in the EU
Industrial Security Policy Action Plan correspond to the CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Sector. They
are Aviation Security, Maritime Security, Border Security, Critical Infrastructure Protection, Counter-Terrorism
Intelligence (including Cyber Security and Communications), Crisis Management and Civil Protection and
to some extent Physical Security Protection. There are also some common points between some of them
and the CEN-CENELEC Digital Society Sector. The CEN-CENELEC Occupational Health and Safety Sector
covers Protective Clothing, as well as some aspects of Physical Security Protection.
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CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Sector Technical Bodies and
Standards
When it comes to CEN-CENELEC security standards, the most important sector is the Defence and
Security24. Therefore, it should be discussed separately.
The full list of CEN-CENELEC Technical Committees and other Technical Bodies associated with the CENCENELEC Defence and Security Sector is presented below:

CEN and CENELEC Technical Committees
CEN/TC 70
Manual Means of Firefighting
Equipment
CEN/TC 263
Secure Storage of Cash,
Valuables and Data Media

CEN/TC 72
Fire Detection and Fire Alarm
Systems
CEN/TC 325
Crime Prevention Through
Building, Facility and Area Design

CEN/TC 391 Societal and
Citizen Security

CEN/TC 419 Forensic Science
Processes

CEN/TC 191
Fixed Firefighting Systems

CEN/TC 192
Fire and Rescue Service
Equipment

CEN/TC 367 Breathalcohol Testers

CEN/TC 368 Product
Identification

CEN/TC 439 Private
security services

CLC/TC 79
Alarm Systems

CEN-CENELEC Joint Technical Committees
CEN-CENELEC/JTC 4
Services for fire and security systems

CEN-CENELEC/JTC 13
Cybersecurity and data protection
CEN Workshops

CEN/WS D-Box
Demining tool-box for humanitarian clearing of large scale areas
from anti-personnel landmines and cluster munitions

CEN/WS TER-CDM
Terminologies in Crisis and Disaster Management

Task Forces of CENELEC Technical Board
CLC/BTTF 133-1
Sound systems for emergency purposes which are not part of
fire detection and alarm systems

CLC/BTTF 157-1
Public address and general emergency alarm systems

CEN-CENELEC Joint Workshops
CEN/CLC/WS HECTOS
Workshop on Guidelines on evaluation systems and schemes for
physical security products

CEN/CLC/WS ZONeSEC
Interoperability of security systems for the surveillance of
widezones

Fig 44. Technical Bodies in CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Sector

24

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cen-sectors/defence-and-security-cen (access: 25th of November
2021).
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The CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies affiliated to Defence and Security Sector are not all relevant
for the ILEAnet objectives. The sections below provide further details about their scope and
analysis of their level of correlation with the ILEAnet study.

CEN and CENELEC Technical Committees
CEN/TC 70 Manual means of firefighting equipment
Activity sector: Fire Protection
Scope: Standardization in the field of designing, manufacture and maintenance of portable fire
extinguishers, mobile fire extinguishers, fire blankets and all manual means for firefighting
Published Standards25: 15
Standards under preparation: 2

UNRELATED
to the
domains
identified in
this study

CEN/TC 72 Fire detection and fire alarm systems
Activity sector: Fire Protection
Scope: Standardization in the field of fire detection and fire alarm systems in and around buildings,
to meet the essential requirement 'Safety in case of fire' of the Construction Products Directive.
Published Standards: 41
Standards under preparation: 15

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 191 Fixed firefighting systems
Activity sector: Fire Protection
Scope: Standardization in the field of fixed firefighting systems, fixed smoke and heat ventilation
systems, fire extinguishing media for use in fixed systems and other firefighting equipment
Published Standards: 75
Standards under preparation: 22

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 192 Fire and Rescue Service Equipment
Activity sector: Fire Protection
Scope: Standardization of equipment and vehicles for rescue and firefighting
Published Standards: 36
Standards under preparation: 2

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 263 Secure storage of cash, valuables and data media
Activity sector: Personal & Property Protection Against Aggression/ Burglary
Scope: Standardization in the field of physical security of products which provide secure storage of
cash, valuables and data media in terms of resistance to fire and also including high security locks
Published Standards: 8
Under preparation: 3

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 325 Crime prevention through building, facility and area design
Activity sector: Building Design
Scope: Development of standards for the prevention of crime at industrial facilities, educational
institutions, hospitals, residential building areas, department stores, squares and public meeting
places through building, facility and area design
Published Standards: 7
Standards under preparation: 3

UNRELATED

25

Standard or standards-like document (e.g. procedure, guideline, best practice, code of practice etc), Technical
Specification, Technical Report, CEN Workshop Agreement or any other CEN-CENELEC standardization product.
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CEN/TC 367 Breath-alcohol testers
Activity sector: Measuring Instruments
Scope: Standardization in the field of breath-alcohol testers to be used for screening. The standards
shall include procedures for type testing, performance requirements and requirements for marking,
labelling and operating instructions
Published Standards: 2

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 368 Product Identification
Activity sector: Documentation and Information
Scope: Development of standards that specifies requirements for an area on the packaging - the
product identification field - marked by a symbol, where clear product identification elements are
present
Published standards: 1

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 391 Societal and Citizen Security
Activity sector: Safety and Security
Scope: Standardization in the Societal and Citizen Security sector including aspects of prevention,
response, mitigation, continuity and recovery before, during and after a destabilising or disruptive
event
Published Standards: 11
Standards under preparation: 3

PARTIALY
RELATED

CEN/TC 419 Forensic Science Processes
Activity sector: Safety and Security
Scope: Development of standards for forensic science processes, which start at the scene of crime,
through the recognition, recording, recovery, transportation and storage of material followed by the
examination, analysis of material, interpretation of results, reporting and data exchange
Published Standards: 2
Standards under preparation: 3

RELATED

CEN/TC 439 Private security services
Activity sector: Undetermined
Scope: Standardization in all civilian security services
Published Standards: 4
Standards under preparation: 3

UNRELATED

CLC/TC 79 Alarm Systems
Activity sector: Alarm Systems
Scope: Development of standards for detection, alarm and monitoring systems for protection of
persons and property and for elements used in these systems
Published Standards: 105
Standards under preparation: 12

PARTIALY
RELATED

CEN-CENELEC Joint Technical Committees
CEN/CLC/JTC 4 Services for fire safety and security systems
Activity sector: Safety and Security
Scope: Development of standards for services for fire safety and security systems that specify the
requirements for quality of services supplied by companies and the competencies of their staff
Published Standards: 2
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UNRELATED

CEN/CLC/JTC 13 Cybersecurity and Data Protection
Activity sector: Information Processing Systems
Scope: Development of standards for cybersecurity and data protection covering all aspects of the
evolving information society
Published Standards: 24
Standards under preparation: 18

PARTIALY
RELATED

CEN Workshops26
CEN/WS D-Box Demining tool-box for humanitarian clearing of large scale areas from
anti-personnel landmines and cluster munitions
Activity sector: Undetermined
Scope: To define specifications to be observed by demining stakeholders (organizations)
Published Standards: 2

UNRELATED

CEN/WS TER-CDM Terminologies in Crisis and Disaster Management
Activity sector: Undetermined
Scope: To define and analyse terms used in crisis and disaster management in large scale critical
events
Published Standards: 1

UNRELATED

Task Forces of CENELEC Technical Board27
CLC/BTTF 133-1 Sound systems for emergency purposes which are not part of fire
detection and alarm systems
Activity sector: Undetermined
Scope: To prepare a draft residual standard based on EN 60849:1998 that is complementary to EN
54-16 "Fire detection and fire alarm systems - Part 16: Voice alarm control and indicating equipment"
Published Standards: 1

UNRELATED

CLC/BTTF 157-1 Public address and general emergency alarm systems
Activity sector: Undetermined
Scope: To prepare a standard dealing with requirements, performances and test-procedures for
Public-Address-Systems (PA) and General-Alarm (GA) Communication-systems for marine
applications
Published Standards: 1

UNRELATED

26

The role of the workshop is “to produce specifications known as CEN Workshop Agreements (CWA). Workshops
are particularly relevant in emerging or rapidly-changing technologies that require quickly-developed specifications or
results of research projects” (https://boss.cen.eu/TechnicalStructures/Pages/WS (access: 25th of November 2021).
27

Task force is a “technical body set up by the CENELEC Technical Board with a view to undertaking a specific
short-term standardization task within a given target date” (https://boss.cenelec.eu/technicalstructures/pages/bttf/
(access: 25th of November 2021).
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CEN-CENELEC Joint Workshops
CEN/CLC/WS HECTOS Guidelines on evaluation systems and schemes for physical
security products
Activity Sector: Undetermined
Scope: To provide a guideline document how to design certification systems and schemes in the field
of physical security products, including products for security of people, property and infrastructure
Published Standards: 1

UNRELATED

CEN/CLC/WS ZONeSEC Interoperability of security systems for the surveillance of
widezones
Activity sector: Safety and Security
Scope: To provide guidance on aspects of the communication requirements between the
entities in a widezone surveillance system and in particular the data and metadata that needs to
be exchanged
Published Standards: 1

RELATED

It is worth mentioning here that in the past there was also CEN Technical Committee related to the general
security matters – CEN/TC 370 Security services 28, as well as two other more specific ones: CEN/TC 384
Airport and aviation security services 29, CEN/TC 417 Maritime and port security services30. After they were
disbanded, their scope of work is covered by CEN/TC 439 Private security services.

Application Fields for Standards Produced by CEN-CENELEC Defence and
Security Sector
Fire Protection
Safety and Security
20%

Personal & Property Protection Against Aggression/ Burglary

30%

Building design
20%

Measuring Instruments
Documentation and Information

5%

5%

Alarm Systems
5%

5%
5%

5%

Information Processing Systems
Undetermined

28

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/TC 370 (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).

29

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/TC 384 (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).

30

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/TC 417 (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).
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Activity
Sector

Fire Protection

Safety and Security

Personal & Property
Protection Against
Aggression/ Burglary

Building Design

Measuring
Instruments

Documentation
and Information

Alarm Systems

Information
Processing Systems

Undetermined

Technical
Bodies
affiliated

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Fig. 45, 46. CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Activity Sectors

The Activity Sectors that cover the highest number of Technical Bodies are Fire Protection (four Technical
Committees) and Safety and Security (three Technical Committees and one CEN Workshop). The high
number of the Undetermined results primarily from the fact that it mostly includes the time and productlimited CEN-CENELEC Workshops and Task Forces and as such, they are rarely assigned to any Activity
Sector.
250
200
150
100
50
0

Activity
Sector

Personal & Property
Protection Against
Aggression/ Burglary

Building Design

Measuring
Instruments

Documentation
and Information

Alarm Systems

Information
Processing Systems

Undetermined

Total

Safety and Security

Under preparation

Fire Protection

Published Standards

Published
Standards

167

16

8

7

2

1

105

24

10

Under
preparation

41

6

3

3

0

0

12

18

3

Total

208

22

11

10

2

1

117

42

13

Fig. 47, 48. CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Sector – Standards
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When it comes to productivity in the Sectors, the highest number of standards is related to Fire Protection.
It demonstrates the great awareness among firefighters about the benefits of open standardization and the
use of common standards in practice. The second highest number of standards comes from Alarm Systems
sector, and it is worth noting that all work here is done by only one CENELEC Technical Committee (of the
same name). Another notable sector is Information Processing Systems. It is operated by the Technical
Committee CEN/CLC/JTC13 Cybersecurity and Data Protection that delivers a respectable number of
standards. Against this background, it is noted a low number of standards developed in the sectors closer
in scope to the LEAs daily operations.
The Technical Bodies of the CEN-CENELEC Defence and Security Sector have produced 340 standards
altogether, 86 are under preparation, 426 in total31.

31

As of 25th of November 2021.
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Other CEN-CENELEC Sectors, Technical Bodies and Security Standards
In addition to the Technical Bodies affiliated to the Defence and Security Sector mentioned above, there
are several other CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies working to lesser extent on the security-related standards
and they are affiliated to the other sectors32.
As far as the domains identified in the ILEAnet study are concerned, the most important Technical Body is
CEN/TC 224 associated with the CEN-CENELEC Digital Society Sector 33. This Technical Committee,
through its Working Group18, develops standards for border and law enforcement applications, and in thus
responds to the Border Security Sector as set out in the EU Security Industrial Policy Action Plan.
CEN/TC 224 Personal identification and related personal devices with secure element,
systems, operations and privacy in a multi sectorial environment
Activity sector: Information Processing Systems
Scope: Development of standards for strengthening the interoperability and security of personal
identification and its related personal devices, systems, operations and privacy in a multi sectorial
environment.
Published Standards: 63
Standards under preparation: 6
CEN TC224 Working Group 18
Scope: Biometrics
Published standards: 9
Standards under preparation: 4

PARTIALY
RELATED

RELATED

The CEN-CENELEC Occupational Health and Safety34 corresponds to the Protective Clothing Sector as set
out in the EU Industrial Safety Policy Action Plan. It covers among others the following Technical Bodies:
CEN/TC 79 Respiratory protective devices
Activity sector: Respiratory Protective Devices
Scope: To prepare European Standards for respiratory protective devices for use in the workplace, firefighting, rescue purposes, as well as European Standards for underwater breathing apparatus
Published Standards: 47
Standards under preparation: 5

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 85 Eye protective equipment
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: Establishment of specifications and test methods relevant to eye and face protectors
Published Standards: 24
Standards under preparation: 7

UNRELATED

32

Some CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies may be cross-sectoral. An example is CEN-CLC/JTC 13 affiliated under the
Defence and Security Sector as well as the Digital Society Sector.
33

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cen-sectors/digital-society-cen/ (access: 25th of November 2021).

34

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cen-sectors/occupational-health-and-safety-cen/ (access: 25th of
November 2021).
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CEN/TC 158 Head protection
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: To prepare European standards for all types of protective helmets
Published Standards: 31
Standards under preparation: 10

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 159 Hearing protectors
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: To prepare European standards related to personal hearing protective equipment
Published Standards: 14
Standards under preparation: 6

UNRELATED

CEN/TC160 Protection against falls from height including working belts
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: Standardization of requirements for personal protective equipment against falls, working belts
and accessories including definitions of terms and establishment of test methods
Published Standards: 23
Under preparation: 6

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 161 Foot and leg protectors
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: To prepare European standards in the field of protective footwear and leg protectors
Published Standards: 21
Standards under preparation: 6

UNRELATED

CEN/TC 162 Protective clothing including hand and arm protection and lifejackets
Activity sector: Protective Clothing and Equipment
Scope: To prepare European Standards in the field of clothing to protect against physical and chemical
hazards, incl. hand and arm protectors, high visibility clothing and clothing against drowning.
Published Standards: 140
Standards under preparation: 36

UNRELATED

When it goes to the Physical Security Protection Sector identified in the EU Industrial Security
Policy Action Plan, beside the CEN-CENELEC Joint Workshop CEN/CLC/WS HECTOS Guidelines
on evaluation systems and schemes for physical security products, already mentioned in the
Defence and Security Sector, another Technical Body associated with the CEN-CENELEC
Occupational Health and Safety Sector can be indicated:
CEN/TC 305 Potentially explosive atmospheres – Explosion prevention and protection
Activity sector: Potentially explosive atmospheres
Scope: Development standards in the fields of test methods for determining the flammability
characteristics (ignition, propagation, explosion effects, etc.) of substances and equipment and
protective systems for use in potentially explosive atmospheres and equipment and systems for
explosion prevention and protection.
Published Standards: 44
Standards under preparation: 14
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UNRELATED

The CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies mentioned in the sections above produced altogether 410 standards,
96 are under preparation and 506 in total 35.
Finally, it is worth presenting three separate CEN-CENELEC initiatives that are not included into the
comparisons but are somehow related to the identified domains or to the daily LEAs work.
The first of these Technical Bodies is CEN-CENELEC Joint Committee Artificial Intelligence 36.
CEN/CLC/JTC 21 Artificial Intelligence
Scope: The JTC shall produce standardization deliverables in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related use
of data, as well as provide guidance to other technical committees concerned with Artificial Intelligence.

The above scope may correspond to the standardization needs as expressed by participants of the Public
Workshop#4.
Do you have any other terrorism-related domains you consider to be important and or urgent for standardization
and that we did not include?
-

Low-cost AI based technologies

It should be noted, however, that this Technical Body has not yet published any CEN-CENELEC deliverable.
The second valuable initiative is the new CEN Workshop FORMOBILE37. Its scope corresponds to the
ILEAnet study, nevertheless it also hasn’t officially published any CEN Workshop Agreement yet.
CEN/WS FORMOBILE Requirements and Guidelines for a complete end-to-end mobile forensic
investigation chain
Scope: This Workshop Agreement focuses on the processes, specific for mobile forensic and offers a collection of
building blocks covering different aspects of mobile forensics allowing for adjustments based on national laws and
regulations as well as internal rules and codes of conduct. It allows LEAs from different countries accommodate
their available technical solutions, at the same time offering a standardized collection of procedures and
requirements.

The last one is the former CEN Workshop Police Firearms Technologies38, which successfully produced a
series of CEN Workshop Agreements (CWA), and after completing its tasks (2016) was disbanded.
CEN/WS PFT Police Firearms Technologies
Published Standards: 3
CWA 17094-1:2016 Police firearms technology - Part 1: Police pistol and rifle ammunition features, Recommendations,

CWA 17094-2:2016 Police firearms technology - Part 2: Police pistol and support weapon; Recommendations,
CWA 17094-3:2016 Police firearms technology - Part 3: Police shotgun ammunition features; Recommendations.

35

As of 25th of November 2021.

36

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/CLC/JTC 21 (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).

37

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/WS FORMOBILE (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).

38

CEN Technical Bodies - CEN/WS PFT (cencenelec.eu) (access: 25th of November 2021).
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Relations of CEN-CENELEC Security Standards and Domains Identified by
ILEAnet
The results of the above analyses show that only 6 out of 29 CEN-CENELEC Technical Bodies producing
standards related to some degree to the domains identified in this study. The examples of those standards
are presented in the table below.

Important note:
The composition of the table is a result of the ‘quick scan’ process only, based on the analysis of brief
description of standard, or sometimes only a title, that is available for free before purchasing a particular
standard in a full text. Therefore, it is for illustrative purposes only. The relation between the concrete
domain and existing standard (or the part of) should be a subject of in-depth analysis of the full content
of the standard, its purpose, context and reason standing behind the need for its elaboration.

Standard

Technical
Body

1.

EN 62676-1-1:2014 Video surveillance systems for use in security applications - Part 1-1: System
requirements – General

CLC/TC 79

2.

EN ISO 22311:2014 Societal security – Video-surveillance - Export interoperability

CEN/TC 391

3.

CWA 17356:2018 Interoperability of security systems for the surveillance of widezones

CEN/CLC/WS
ZONeSEC

4.

(in preparation) Data protection and privacy by design and by default

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

5.

CEN/TS 16634:2014 Personal identification - Recommendations for using biometrics in European
Automated Border Control

CEN/TC 224
WG18

6.

CEN/TS 16921:2016 Personal identification - Borders and law enforcement application profiles for
mobile biometric identification systems

CEN/TC 224
WG18

7.

CEN/TS 17262:2018 Personal identification - Robustness against biometric presentation attacks Application to European Automated Border Control

CEN/TC 224
WG18

8.

CEN/TS 17661:2021 Personal identification – European enrolment guide for biometric ID documents
(EEG)

CEN/TC 224
WG18

Nr
Field: Migration
Domain: Surveillance and border management

Field: Cybercrime
Domain: Safeguarding privacy in fighting cybercrime
9.

EN ISO/IEC 27701:2021 Security techniques - Extension to ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 27002 for
privacy information management - Requirements and guidelines

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

10.

EN ISO/IEC 29100:2020 Information technology - Security techniques - Privacy framework

CEN/CLC/JTC
13
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11.

EN ISO/IEC 29134:2020 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines for privacy impact
assessment

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

12.

(in preparation) Data protection and privacy by design and by default

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

13.

(in preparation) Personal data protection requirements for processing operations

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

Field: Cybercrime
Domain: Cybercrime incidents response
14.

EN ISO/IEC 27037:2016 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines for identification,
collection, acquisition and preservation of digital evidence

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

15.

EN ISO/IEC 27041:2016 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidance on assuring
suitability and adequacy of incident investigative method

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

16.

EN ISO/IEC 27042:2016 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines for the analysis
and interpretation of digital evidence

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

17.

EN ISO/IEC 27043:2016 Information technology - Security techniques - Incident investigation
principles and processes

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

Field: Cross-cutting
Domain: Evidence exchange
18.

EN ISO/IEC 27037:2016 Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines for identification,
collection, acquisition and preservation of digital evidence

CEN/CLC/JTC
13

19.

EN ISO 21043-1:2018 Forensic Sciences - Part 1: Terms and definitions

CEN/TC 419

20.

EN ISO 21043-2:2020 Forensic sciences - Part 2: Recognition, recording, collecting, transport and
storage of items

CEN/TC 419

Field: Cross-cutting
Domain: Improving quality of data
21.

CEN/TS 16428:2012 Biometrics Interoperability profiles - Best Practices for slap ten-print captures

CEN/TC 224
WG18

Fig. 49. CEN-CENELEC standards potentially related to identified domains requiring more
standardization

Fig. 49 shows that only 5 of the 25 domains identified by ILEAnet as requiring more standardization have
potential existing counterparts among CEN-CENELEC standards and only 21 of them seem to fit to some
extent with the identified proposals. Most of the standards (8) are related to the domain Surveillance and
border management of the Migration field. The next domains are Safeguarding privacy in fighting cybercrime
(5) and Cybercrime incidents response (4) of the Cybercrime field. The field Cross-cutting domains is the
last one, with the domains: Evidence exchange (3) and Improving quality of data (1).
There are, however, some more CEN-CENELEC security related standards in scope of the study. They are
not mentioned in the above table because they do not match the predefined domains, but they are in line
with the suggestions from the ILEAnet Public Workshop participants. The examples are shown below.
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Do you have any other cross-cutting domains you consider to be important and or urgent for standardization and
that we did not include?
-

Crisis management along with other security stakeholders
33.

(in preparation) Security and resilience - Crisis management - Concept, principles and framework

CEN/TC 391

34.

(in preparation) Security and resilience - Crisis management - Guidelines for a strategic capability

CEN/TC 391

35.

CWA 17335:2018 Terminologies in crisis and disaster management

CEN/WS TERCDM

Fig. 50. CEN-CENELEC Standards vs. ILEAnet Public Worksop participant’s suggestions

There are also some other standards that might be useful, even they are coming from different sectors and
other organizations and as such, they were not included in the table, too. For example, in the field Serious
& Organised Crime, in relation to the domain Environmental crimes and regarding the example Standardized
mechanisms for quantifying damage in environmental crime, the response from one of the participant’s
was:
Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
-

ISO 14040 and 14044 for life cycle assessment of environmental impacts 39

Summarizing the above it should be concluded that there are not many CEN-CENELEC standards
developed for the use of LEA, which only confirms observations made earlier40. Against this background, it
is worth noting that some of the standards look like fitting well into the domains identified in the ILEAnet
study in the Cybercrime field. However, it must be noted too that there is no match between the existing
standards and the domains in the fields such as Terrorism or Serious & Organized Crime. On the one hand,
it may result from a lower level of standards- and standardization-awareness among the LEAs
representatives. On the other hand, this can be explained by the existing belief that not all areas of the
fight against crime can be subject to open standardization, since this would reveal the technical and/or
technical aspects of the police work that LEAs want and often have to maintain internally, rather than
sharing openly, in order to still be able to fight criminals effectively. At this point, it is also worth quoting a
very strong comment of one of the participants of the ILEAnet Public Workshop to the proposed domain
of International criminal investigations as requiring more standardization:

39

They are (respectively): ISO 14040:2006 Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Principles and
framework and ISO 14044:2006 Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Requirements and
guidelines.
40

That was one of the general assumptions standing behind the ILEAnet consortium application to the call SEC-21GM-2016-2017 Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of security: “As compared
with other areas, standardization of LEAs needs and practices is underdeveloped”.
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Are you aware of existing standards in those domains? If yes, please elaborate here.
You cannot establish International Criminal Investigations through standards.

CEN-CENELEC Sector Forum on Security
Within CEN-CENELEC structure there is a coordinating body established for the purpose of standardization
in the area of security – Sector Forum on Security (SF-SEC). The role of the Forum is “to coordinate
standardization work programme, establish liaisons with professional and technical associations and
analyse the different policy initiatives, best practices and security technologies to work out how
standardization can enhance the EU security industry’s competitiveness, dissemination of security products,
systems and services and ensure a higher level of internal security in Europe”41.

41

https://www.cencenelec.eu/areas-of-work/cen-sectors/defence-and-security-cen (access: 25th of November
2021).
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Research-based Standardization
One of the ways to develop standards is through research and development projects. Emphasis on that
aspect was placed in the European Union's Horizon 2020 Research Programme in its part Secure Societies
– Protecting the freedom and security of Europe and its citizens. There were a substantial number of calls
addressing standards and standardization in the numerous topics’ scopes or expected impacts in the
subsequent Horizon 2020 Secure Societies Work Programmes42. The sections below show the calls
mentioning standards and/or standardization in the three consecutive Horizon 2020 Work Programmes
for secure societies covering the period from 2014 to 2020. This step is necessary to then identify calls
aiming at developing standards, and in particular, the calls developing standards related to the ILEAnet
identified domains.

General Overview of Standards-related Calls under Horizon 2020 Secure
Societies
Work Programme 2014 – 2015
DRS-2-2014 Crisis management
Topic: Tools for detection, traceability, triage and individual monitoring of victims after a mass CBRN
contamination and/or exposure
Expected impact: contribution to ongoing standardization work

RELATED to
the domains
identified in
this study

DRS-6-2015 Crisis management
Topic: Addressing standardization opportunities in support of increasing disaster resilience
Expected impact: better assessment of feasibility and impact of standards in the identified areas;
establishment of a standardization roadmap at international (ISO) and European (EN) levels

RELATED

DRS-8-2014: Crisis management
Topic: Trans-national co-operation among National Contact Points (NCPs) for Security
Scope: The focus throughout should be on issues specific to the secure societies societal challenge
and should not duplicate actions foreseen in the NCP network for quality standards and horizontal
issues under “Science with and for Society”

RELATED

DRS-9-2014/2015: Disaster Resilience & Climate Change
Topic: Science and innovation for adaptation to climate change: from assessing costs, risks and
opportunities to demonstration of options and practices
Expected impact: Contribution to the development of technological and performance standards for
adaptation options

UNRELATED

42

Horizon 2020 - Secure societies – Protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens, Work Programme
2014-2015 (http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/doc/call/h2020/common/158780514._secure_societies_wp2014-2015_en.pdf access: 12th of November 2021), Work Programme 2016-2017
(https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2016_2017/main/h2020-wp1617-security_en.pdf
access: 12th of November 2021), Work Programme 2018-2020
(https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2018-2020/main/h2020-wp1820-security_en.pdf
access: 12th of November 2021).
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DRS-13-2015: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Topic: Demonstration activity on tools for adapting building and infrastructure standards and design
methodologies in vulnerable locations in case of natural or man-originated catastrophes
Expected impact: More effective building standards and design methodologies for infrastructures and
households located in vulnerable areas.

UNRELATED

DRS-18-2015: Communication technologies and interoperability
Topic: Interoperable next generation of broadband radio communication system for public safety and
security
Expected impact: The participants' commitment to make the standards, specifications and use of the
contents of the standards, specifications, design, research roadmaps, tender packages or other tender
documents generated in the action

UNRELATED

DRS-19-2014: Communication technologies and interoperability
Topic: Next generation emergency service
Expected impact: This proposal shall contribute to the implementation of a common standard of
emergency call services throughout Europe, ensuring, that the future media for daily communication
can also be used for emergency calling

UNRELATED

FCT-1-2015: Fight against crime and terrorism: Forensics
Topic: Tools and infrastructure for the extraction, fusion, exchange and analysis of big data including
cyber-offenses generated data for forensic investigation
Scope: Data exchange between LEA and network operators shall be standardized for fast and efficient
processing. Methodologies, standards, expertise and procedures for forensic investigation and
operational/situational awareness for law enforcement purposes should be considered.

RELATED

FCT-2-2015: Fight against crime and terrorism: Forensics
Topic: Advanced easy to use in-situ forensic tools at the scene of crime
Scope: Proposals for this topic should focus on the development methodologies of tools and EUwide standards for the secure storage, smart visualisation, access and the rapid exchange of forensic
data supporting evidence

RELATED

BES-3-2015: Border Security and External Security: Maritime Border Security
Topic: Light optionally piloted vehicles (and sensors) for maritime surveillance
Scope: Agreement on common performance levels and associated specifications as well as on
communication specifications, standards and interfaces for information exchanges

RELATED

BES-5-2015: Border Security and External Security: Border crossing points
Topic: Novel mobility concepts for land border security
Expected impact: Harmonization of requirements across Member States and Associated Countries
(and standardization) is expected

RELATED

BES-11-2015: Border Security and External Security: Information management
Topic: Information management, systems and infrastructure for civilian EU External Actions
Expected impact: standards, specifications and all other relevant documents generated in the action
available at actual cost of reproduction to any law enforcement or first responder organization
established in an EU or EEA country

RELATED

Work Programme 2016 – 2017
CIP-01-2016-2017: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Topic: Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of the combination of physical and cyber threats
to the critical infrastructure of Europe
Expected impact: Convergence of safety and security standards and the pre-establishment of
certification mechanisms
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RELATED

SEC-03-DRS-2016: Disaster Resilience: safeguarding and securing society
Topic: Validation of biological toxins measurements after an incident: Development of tools and
procedures for quality control
Expected impact: Standard Operational Procedures for the validation of analytical techniques,
including in-situ techniques for biological toxin determinations in human specimens, environmental
and food samples

UNRELATED

SEC-09-FCT-2017: Fight against Crime and Terrorism
Topic: Toolkits integrating tools and techniques for forensic laboratories
Scope: The most promising forensic techniques need to be developed further and brought up from
experiment to a toolkit usable on a daily basis across Europe. This can be achieved if forensic
laboratories from a broad variety of EU countries with diverse legal systems agree on common
technical standards
Expected Impact: Path towards an EU-wide certification mechanism based on common standards

RELATED

SEC-19-BES-2016: Border Security and External Security
Topic: Data fusion for maritime security applications
Expected Impact: Pre-standards to be followed by standardization procedures. Solutions
demonstrated in the context of interagency and cross-border cooperation

PARTIALY
RELATED

SEC-21-GM-2016-2017: General Matters
Topic: Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of security
Expected Impact: Expression of common innovation and standardization needs among practitioners
in the same discipline

UNRELATED

DS-01-2016: Digital Security Focus Area
Topic: Assurance and Certification for Trustworthy and Secure ICT systems, services and components
Scope: Proposals should include a clear standardization plan at submission time

UNRELATED

DS-02-2016: Digital Security Focus Area
Topic: Cyber Security for SMEs, local public administration and Individuals
Scope: To identify the most wide-spread threats and cyber security issues, facing proposals should
take into account the guidance documents, best practices and standards issued by International
Standardization Organizations, technical forum and Member State Authorities which are tailored for
SMEs or Individuals and actively contribute to their development or improvement

RELATED

DS-03-2016: Digital Security Focus Area
Topic: Increasing digital security of health-related data on a systemic level
Expected Impact: Supporting the development of European legal and operational standards for crossborder data exchange and patient privacy protection

RELATED

DS-05-2016: Digital Security Focus Area
Topic: EU Cooperation and International Dialogues in Cybersecurity and Privacy Research and
Innovation
Scope: Identify and support standardization efforts of proposals in the Digital Security Calls and
propose actions to be included in the European Commission's ICT Standardization Rolling Plan

RELATED

Work Programme 2018 – 2020
SU-INFRA-01-2018-2019-2020: Protecting the infrastructure in Europe and the
people in the European smart cities
Topic: Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of combined physical and cyber threats to
critical infrastructure in Europe
Expected impact: Convergence of safety and security standards and the pre-establishment of
certification mechanisms
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RELATED

SU-AI-02-2020: Artificial Intelligence and security: providing a balanced assessment of
opportunities and challenges for Law Enforcement in Europe
Topic: Secure and resilient Artificial Intelligence technologies, tools and solutions in support of Law
Enforcement and citizen protection, cybersecurity operations and prevention and protection against
adversarial Artificial Intelligence
Expected Impact: Raised awareness of the EU political stakeholders in order to help them to shape
a proper legal environment for such activities at EU level and to demonstrate the added value of
common practices and standards. Development of EU standards in this domain

RELATED

SU-DRS-03-2018-2019-2020: Disaster-Resilient Societies
Topic: Pre-normative research and demonstration for disaster-resilient societies/ Pre-standardization
for the security of water supply, Pre-standardization in crisis management (including natural hazard
and CBRN-E emergencies), First aids vehicles deployment, training, maintenance, logistic and remote
centralized coordination means
Scope: Proposals are invited to address issues related to pre-standardization
Expected Impact: standards for interoperable equipment and procedures in the area of crisis
management and civil protection (including natural hazard and CBRN-E emergencies in support to
operations involving international crews; standards for an effective deployment of resources to
respond to major crisis)

RELATED

SU-FCT-02-2018-2019-2020: Fight against Crime and Terrorism
Topic: Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism/ Digital forensics in the context
of criminal investigations
Expected Impact: harmonisation of information formats at international level, improved cross-border
acceptance and exchange of court-proof evidence, standardized evidence collection and harmonised
procedures in the investigation of trans-border crimes in full compliance with applicable legislation on
protection of personal data

RELATED

SU-BES-02-2018-2019-2020: Border and External Security
Topic: Technologies to enhance border and external security/Providing integrated situational
awareness and applying augmented reality to border security
Scope: Water, land and air operating resources should be taken into account, to lead to enhanced
concept of employment, integration and interoperability standards.

RELATED

SU-BES-03-2018-2019-2020: Border and External Security
Topic: Demonstration of applied solutions to enhance border and external security/New concepts for
decision support and information systems
Scope: Innovative solutions are needed to ensure the interoperability of surveillance systems and the
availability of information for maritime border surveillance coming from the area of operations in
standardized formats
Expected Impact: European standards for interoperable systems

RELATED

SU-GM-01-2018-2019-2020: General Matters
Topic: Pan-European networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of security
Expected Impact: Expression of common innovation and standardization needs among practitioners
in the same discipline

UNRELATED

SU-DS-02-2020: Digital Security: Cybersecurity, Digital Privacy and data protection
Topic: Intelligent security and privacy management
Expected impact: Availability of better standardization and automated assessment frameworks for
secure networks and systems, allowing better-informed investment decisions related to security and
privacy

RELATED
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SU-DS-04-2018-2020: Digital Security: Cybersecurity, Digital Privacy and data
protection
Topic: Cybersecurity in the Electrical Power and Energy System (EPES): an armour against cyber and
privacy attacks and data breaches
Scope: The proposals shall formulate recommendations for standardization and certification in
cybersecurity at component, system and process level
Expected Impact: A set of standards and rules for certification of cybersecurity components, systems
and processes in the energy sector will be made available

RELATED

SU-DS-05-2018-2019: Digital Security: Cybersecurity, Digital Privacy and data
protection
Topic: Digital security, privacy, data protection and accountability in critical sectors/ Digital security,
privacy and personal data protection in multimodal transport, Digital security, privacy and personal
data protection in healthcare ecosystem
Scope: Proposals should tackle on standardization to allow the quick adoption of cybersecurity best
practices in the domain
Expected Impact: Better cybersecurity for specific standards in the respective critical domains/sectors
addressed, that will trigger fast adoption of best practices in the related industry

RELATED

Standardization Trends in Horizon 2020 Secure Societies
In the Work Programme 2014 – 2015 there were 60 calls listed, 12 of them mentioned
standards/standardization, representing 20% of the calls. The breakdown is given below.
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Fig. 50, 51. Horizon 2020, Secure Societies, Work Programme 2014-2015; Standards-oriented calls
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Most of the calls related to standards or standardization in Work Programme 2014-2015 concerned
Disaster Resilience, whereas in Digital Security not even one was planned. Overall, 20% of all calls in this
Work Programme were related to standardization. 8 calls were found to be related to the domains identified
in this study.
In Work Programme 2016 – 2017 there were 30 calls altogether, and 9 of them mentioned
standards/standardization. That represents 30% of the calls. The breakdown is given below.
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Fig. 52, 53. Horizon 2020, Secure Societies, Work Programme 2016-2017; Standards-oriented calls

In the Work Programme 2016-2017, the situation was reversed, and the most standards-related calls
concerned the area of Digital Security, whilst the other lower ranked areas did not differ from each other
in this respect. 5 calls were found to be related to the domains identified in this study.
Work Programme 2018 – 2020 brought another 25 calls, with 10 mentioning standards/standardization.
That represents 40% of the calls. The breakdown is given below.
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Fig. 54, 55. Horizon 2020, Secure Societies, Work Programme 2018-2020; Standards-oriented calls

The same trend continued in the Work Programme 2018-2020 – the most standards-related calls
concerned the area of Digital Security. The next area was Border and External Security, followed by all the
others at the same level. 9 calls were found to be related to the domains identified in this study.
When it comes to the percentage share of the calls with the standardization component in individual Work
Programmes, a constant upward trend was observed in Horizon 2020, which indicates the raising priority
of research-based standards.

Fig. 56. Research-based standardization; General trend in Horizon 2020 Secure Societies
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Relations of Calls under Horizon 2020 Secure Societies and Domains
Identified by ILEAnet
There were altogether 115 different calls and 31 with standard or standardization requirements, in Horizon
2020 Secure Societies. 23 calls appear to be useful when standardizing the domains identified in this
study. The examples are presented in the table below.

Important note:
The table shows the results of comparing the domains identified in the ILEAnet study only with those calls,
which explicitly mention the need to develop standards. However, it may be that the standards are the
result of projects implemented under the calls in which that requirement is not mentioned. As such, those
calls were not included in the table, even though some of them corresponded to the identified domains
in terms of their thematic scope.

Nr

Horizon 2020 Secure Societies Call

Work
Programme

Field: Migration
Domains: Surveillance and border management
1.

BES-3 Light optionally piloted vehicles (and sensors) for maritime surveillance

20142015

2.

SEC-19-BES-2016: Data fusion for maritime security applications

20162017

Field: Migration
Domains: Combating migrant smuggling, Information sharing about human trafficking, Surveillance and border management
3.

BES-5 Novel mobility concepts for land border security

20142015

4.

BES-11 Information management, systems and infrastructure for civilian EU External Actions

20142015

5.

SU-BES-02 Technologies to enhance border and external security/Providing integrated situational
awareness and applying augmented reality to border security

20182020

6.

SU-BES-03 Demonstration of applied solutions to enhance border and external security/New concepts for
decision support and information systems

20182020

Field: Cybercrime
Domain: Cybercrime prevention
7.

DS-02 Cyber Security for SMEs, local public administration and Individuals

20162017

8.

DS-03 Increasing digital security of health-related data on a systemic level

20162017
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Field: Cybercrime
Domains: Cybercrime prevention, Safeguarding privacy in fighting cybercrime
9.

SU-DS-05 Digital security, privacy, data protection and accountability in critical sectors/Digital security,
privacy and personal data protection in multimodal transport, Digital security, privacy and personal data
protection in healthcare ecosystem

20182020

Field: Cybercrime
Domains: Cybercrime prevention, Cybercrime incidents response
10.

CIP-01 Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of the combination of physical and cyber threats to
the critical infrastructure of Europe

20162017

11.

SU-INFRA-01Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of combined physical and cyber threats to
critical infrastructure in Europe

20182020

12.

SU-DS-04 Cybersecurity in the Electrical Power and Energy System (EPES): an armour against cyber and
privacy attacks and data breaches

20182020

Field: Cybercrime
Domains: Cybercrime incidents response, Fighting crimes in online environment
13.

FCT-1 Tools and infrastructure for the extraction, fusion, exchange and analysis of big data including cyberoffenses generated data for forensic investigation

20142015

Field: Cybercrime
Domain: Cybercrime incidents response
14.

SU-FCT-02 Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism/Digital forensics in the context
of criminal investigations

20182020

Field: Cybercrime
Domain: Safeguarding privacy in fighting cybercrime
15.

DS-05 EU Cooperation and International Dialogues in Cybersecurity and Privacy Research and Innovation

20162017

16.

SU-DS-02 Intelligent security and privacy management

20182020

Field: Serious & Organised Crime
Domains: Information sharing about organised crime groups activities
17.

FCT-1 Tools and infrastructure for the extraction, fusion, exchange and analysis of big data including cyberoffenses generated data for forensic investigation

20142015

18.

SU-FCT-02 Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism/Digital forensics in the context
of criminal investigations

20182020

Field: Terrorism
Domain: Terrorism prevention
19.

CIP-01 Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of the combination of physical and cyber threats to
the critical infrastructure of Europe

20162017

20.

SU-INFRA-01 Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of combined physical and cyber threats to
critical infrastructure in Europe

20182020

Field: Terrorism
Domain: Information sharing about activities of terrorist groups
21.

FCT-1 Tools and infrastructure for the extraction, fusion, exchange and analysis of big data including cyberoffenses generated data for forensic investigation
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20142015

22.

SU-FCT-02 Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism/Digital forensics in the context
of criminal investigations

20182020

Field: Cross-cutting
Domain: Evidence exchange
23.

FCT-2 Advanced easy to use in-situ forensic tools at the scene of crime

20142015

24.

SEC-09-FCT Toolkits integrating tools and techniques for forensic laboratories

20162017

Field: Cross-cutting
Domains: Information sharing about criminal matters, Improving quality of data
25.

FCT-1 Tools and infrastructure for the extraction, fusion, exchange and analysis of big data including cyberoffenses generated data for forensic investigation

20142015

26.

SU-FCT-02 Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism/Digital forensics in the context
of criminal investigations

20182020

Fig. 57. Horizon 2020, Secure Societies Calls vs. ILEAnet domains requiring more standardization

The above list indicates that research & development projects might be a good way to develop standards
in the typical categories of LEAs daily operations. There are also a lot of matches when it comes to the
domains identified in this study and the topics within the calls in Horizon 2020 Security Societies. In
practice, 13 (out of 25 in total) ILEAnet pre-defined domains match 17 EU calls (out of 41 calls related
to standardization or out of 115 calls in total) under the Horizon 2020 Secure Societies Work Programmes.
The analysis above compares Horizon 2020 Secure Societies calls and the ILEAnet domains requiring
further standardization, which have been identified through the rounds of surveys. However, two other
domains were suggested by participants during the ILEAnet Public Workshop #4, and they were compared
against the Horizon 2020 Security Societies calls. The results of that comparisons are presented below.

Do you have any other terrorism-related domains you consider to be important and or urgent for standardization
and that we did not include?
-

27.

Low-cost AI based technologies
SU-AI-02 Artificial Intelligence and security: providing a balanced assessment of opportunities and
challenges for Law Enforcement in Europe - Secure and resilient Artificial Intelligence technologies, tools
and solutions in support of Law Enforcement and citizen protection, cybersecurity operations and prevention
and protection against adversarial Artificial Intelligence
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20182020

Do you have any other cross-cutting domains you consider to be important and or urgent for standardization and
that we did not include?
-

Crisis management along with other security stakeholders

28.

DRS-2 Crisis management - Tools for detection, traceability, triage and individual monitoring of victims after
a mass CBRN contamination and/or exposure

20142015

29.

DRS-6 Crisis management - Addressing standardization opportunities in support of increasing disaster
resilience

20142015

30.

DRS-8 Crisis management - Trans-national co-operation among National Contact Points (NCPs) for Security

20142015

31.

SU-DRS-03 Pre-normative research and demonstration for disaster-resilient societies/Pre-standardization
in crisis management (including natural hazard and CBRN-E emergencies)

20182020

Fig. 58. Horizon 2020, Secure Societies Calls vs. ILEAnet Public Worksop participants’ suggestions

Summarizing the above, it must be noted that Horizon 2020 Secure Societies Calls give great practical
opportunity to develop standards proposed by LEAs. In addition, the list of potential matches is not closed
because, as already mentioned, standards could also be developed under the calls other than the 41 ones
which specify such a requirement. It is also worth noting the following option introduced in the Work
Programme 2018-2020, which gives unlimited thematic possibilities in scope of developing standards
useful for LEAs.
SU-FCT-02-2018-2019-2020: Fight against Crime and Terrorism
Topic: Technologies to enhance the fight against crime and terrorism

Sub-topic: Open
Expected Impact: novel, user-friendly technologies, tools and/or systems, addressing traditional or emerging forms
of crime and terrorism at acceptable costs; improved investigation capabilities, especially regarding quality and
speed; increased efficiency and effectiveness of the information sharing among EU LEAs.
Long term: prevention/reduction of criminal and terrorist threats; harmonisation of information formats at
international level, improved cross-border acceptance and exchange of court-proof evidence, standardized evidence
collection and harmonised procedures in the investigation of trans-border crimes in full compliance with applicable
legislation on protection of personal data.

Finally, it needs to be emphasized that Horizon 2020 Security Societies is very flexible when it comes to
the concept of standards and standardization (in other words, it is about standards and standardization ‘in
a broad sense’ as it is literally indicated in the Work Programme 2018-2020). Thus, within the framework
of the Horizon 2020 it is possible to develop European Standards (or Pre-standardization proposals),
which are then published by CEN-CENELEC, or the solutions that meet the definition of a corporate
standard, not aimed at their open publication but limited in use to a strictly defined group of users. The
examples of the Horizon 2020 Security Societies projects that pursue their standardization goals in two
different ways are described below.
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FORMOBILE – A complete forensic investigation chain targeting mobile devices
Call for proposal: H2020-SU-SEC-2018, Topic: SU-FCT02 Technologies to enhance the fight against crime
and terrorisms,
Start date: 1 May 2019 - End date: 30 April 2022.
Project description: The objective of FORMOBILE is “to establish a complete end to end forensic
investigation chain, targeting for mobile devices. To achieve this goal three objectives will be pursued. Novel
tools shall be developed that include the acquisition of previously unavailable mobile data, unlocking mobile
devices, as well as the decoding and analysis of mobile data. Based on the definition of requirements of
law enforcement and legal and ethical issues a new mobile forensics standard shall be developed. With the
developments of the new standard and the new tools, training for police and criminal prosecution will be
established43”.
Standardization in the project: The expected result of the project is elaboration of the “European standard
for the forensic investigation of mobile phones. It is also an aim for the new FORMOBILE standard, to
become a European Committee for Standardization (CEN), Workshop Agreement (CWA). CWAs are
frequently the forerunner of ENs and ISO standards”. The CWA elaborated in the FORMOBILE project “is
dedicated to the forensic investigation chain and encompasses four key areas of mobile forensics:
Procedures, Personnel, Technology, and Legal. The new CWA will provide a 'toolbox' approach, bringing
together good practices identified throughout the project44”.

EXERTER –Security of Explosives pan-European Specialists Network
Call for proposal: H2020-SEC-2016-2017-2, Topic: SEC-21-GM Pan European Networks of practitioners
and other actors in the field of security,
Start date: 1 June 2018 - End date: 31 May 2023.
Project description: EXERTER connects practitioners from EU Member States into a Network with
Explosives Specialists within the Security of Explosives (SoE) area. EXERTER objective is “to provide
recommendations to the SoE community by (i) directing innovators into targeted areas to which research
programmes should focus, (ii) proposing standardization priority areas and (iii) advising on exploitation
and commercialisation opportunities. Annual interaction workshops will be held where explosives

43

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/832800 (access: 14th of November 2021).

44

https://formobile-project.eu/ (access: 14th of November 2021).
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practitioners, research institutes and academia as well as industry gather to discuss the current state of
play and future roadmaps to answer to urgent capability requirements45”.
Standardization in the project: On the 5th of October 2021, the EXERTER team organised an interactive
webinar titled “Is standardization an enabler for exploitation of innovations in security against explosives? 46”.
During the interactive session, when asked by the ILEAnet representative which CEN-CENELEC Technical
Committee the project implementers would address with their pre-standardization proposals, the answer
was that they do not provide for standardization through CEN-CENELEC. The reason is the specific and
confidential nature of working with explosives, so the standards will be prepared for the internal use of the
Security of Explosives pan-European Specialists Network, and not for CEN-CENELEC open publication.

STAIR4SECURITY Platform
There is no structural coordination body for the standards-related EU projects in the area of security 47.
However, such a role to play is an ambition of STAIR4SECURITY project. It was a three-year project (ended
in June 2021) funded by the European Union to develop a collaborative expert platform setting a
mechanism of coordination of research-related standardization activities in the security sector. Originally,
the project aimed more at the crisis management sector and the main objective of the platform was “to be
a single-entry point of information on the security that will permit a better overview of current and new
projects being at, national, European or International level, ensuring more coordination between all
stakeholders and responding more efficiently and timely to the critical needs following an agreed strategic
vision and identified priorities 48”. According to the information from the final STAIR4SECURITY workshop
(27-28 May 2021) the project delivers “a policy making/practitioner driven platform, which enables a more
effective networking within experts from research, industry including SMEs, practitioners, policy makers and
standardisers to be realised. The platform will not only ensure the awareness of relevant activities from the
demand and supplier sides but also digest the input received, align the gaps with the policy priorities to
provide recommendations on standardization needs and the relevant standardization body to address the
needs identified. The platform should also support the initial steps to launch the standardization activities
in, for example, helping in the drafting of the standardization mandate or proposed work item”.

45

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/786805 (access: 14th of November 2021).

46

More on this topic: EXERTER Newsletter, Edition 9, October 2021.

47

ILEAnet faced the problem of lack of such solution during preparation for the Public Workshop
“Standardisaiization in Security Research” when trying to find the EU research and development projects with
standards- and/or standardization components or goals, ready to present their standardization achievements.
48

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/853853 (access: 14th of November 2021).
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Conclusions
As part of the ILEAnet project, a study was carried out among LEAs representatives on the determination
of priorities as regards domains requiring more standardization. Originally the study covered the fields
Migration, Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime and Terrorism. After collecting proposals for standards,
it turned out that a significant part of the LEAs proposals is of a general nature and concerns all fields, so
they were included into the additional field, Cross-cutting domains. As a result of aggregating the data, 25
domains were indicated (5 in each field). Subsequently, in the study polls the priority domains were
established according to their Importance and Urgency.
It was found that the top Important priorities coincided with the top Urgent ones in four areas: Cybercrime,
Serious and Organised Crime, Terrorism and Cross-cutting domains, what speaks for a solid need for
standardization. They were (respectively): Cybercrime prevention, Warning systems about organised crime
group members return to criminal activity, Warning systems about a terrorist return to criminal activity,
Information sharing about criminal matters. In the Migrations field, the most important and urgent
standardization needs did not match. The polls participants indicated Information sharing about human
trafficking as the most important domain for the introduction of standards, while Combating migrant
smuggling was pointed out as the most urgent.
In the next part of the study, a comparative analysis was carried out between the domains indicated in the
study and the standards developed by CEN-CENELEC in the area of security, as well as the Calls for
applications for the standards-related research and development projects under the Horizon 2020 Secure
Societies Work Programmes.
As a result, it was established that there were only 5 out of 20 Technical Bodies associated under CENCENELEC Defence and Security Sector that produce standards related to some degree to the domains
identified in the study. A direct comparison of those standards indicated that only 5 of 25 identified domains
match 31 standards out of 437 in total. It is, however, worth noting that some of the standards look like
fitting well into the domains identified in the ILEAnet study (e.g. in the Cybercrime field) whilst there is no
match between the existing standards and the domains in the fields such as Terrorism or Serious &
Organized Crime. The reason might be that not all areas of the LEAs work can be a subject of the open
standardization due to their confidential nature.
When it goes to the calls for applications under the Horizon 2020 Secure Societies, a constant upward
trend was observed in subsequent Work Programmes, which indicates the raising priority of research-based
standard. Among the 115 different calls covered by H2020 Secure Societies Challenge, 41 had standard
or standardization requirements and 22 of them appear to be useful for standardizing the domains
identified in this study. A direct comparison between the domains and the topics within those calls shown
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that standards in 13 of 25 pre-defined domains could be elaborated under 17 calls out of 41 standardsrelated ones, and out of 115 in total. The ILEAnet study was limited to scanning standards-related calls.
There might be, however, more standards-related projects that were also performed under calls, which do
not explicitly specify such a requirement. It should also be emphasized that under Horizon 2020 Secure
Societies it is possible to develop either the European Standards (or Pre-standardization proposals) or
solutions closer to the company (corporate) standards. All this leads to the conclusion that Horizon 2020
Secure Societies offered great practical opportunity to develop standards in the domains as indicated in
this study, as well as in the other typical categories of LEAs daily operations 49.
Finally, in the ILEAnet study two coordinating initiatives were explored: for the European Standards – CENCENELEC Sector Forum on Security, and for the research-based standards – STAIR4SECURITY Platform.
They both were identified as the relevant bodies, in addition to the European Commission, to be presented
with the outcomes of the ILEAnet study: ‘Law Enforcement Agencies priorities as regards domains requiring
more standardization’.

49

In 2021, the European Commission introduced new research programme Horizon Europe and approved Civil
Security for Society Work Programme 2021-2022. It is divided into six directions: Better Protect the EU and Its
Citizens Against Crime And Terrorism, Effective Management of EU External Borders, Resilient Infrastructure,
Increased Cybersecurity, Disaster-Resilient Society For Europe, Strengthened Security Research and Innovation.
They bring altogether another 66 topic, some of them with standards-related components that might be useful for
the LEAs standardization-driven needs (https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/20212027/horizon/wp-call/2021-2022/wp-6-civil-security-for-society_horizon-2021-2022_en.pdf access:15th of
November 2021).
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ANNEXES
Annex 1. ILEAnet Questionnaire for Data Collection
Standardization – ILEAnet Questionnaire
Background
Horizon 2020 SEC-21 GM 2016-2017 “Pan European Networks of practitioners and other actors in the field of security” calls for, among
others, indicating priorities as regards domains requiring more standardization.
What is a standard?
Standard sets out requirements for a specific item, material, component, system or service, or describes in detail a particular method or
procedure. It can include requirements and/or recommendations in relation to products, systems, processes or services. It can also be a way to
describe a measurement or test method or to establish a common terminology within a specific sector. Standards bring benefits in terms of
enhancing performance and/or interoperability by improving safety, quality and transparency, reducing costs, opening markets for business, etc.
What is the questionnaire for?
The goal of this questionnaire is to collect ideas for standards within the four priority areas identified in previous ILEAnet work: Migration,
Cybercrime, Serious & Organised Crime, Terrorism, to which has been added about LEAs’ approach to Research, Development and Innovation
(RDI). The methodology adopted in this study involves the circulation of the questionnaire to the ILEAnet Members (INCs) to collect their input.
All the responses will be captured and structured in a deliverable, which lists standardization domains for security that is expected by the EU
Commission.
What is your task?
Please read carefully the below initial examples in 5 different areas, i.e., I. Migration, II. Cybercrime, III. Serious & Organised Crime, IV. Terrorism
and V. Involvement of LEA practitioners in RDI projects (on the next 5 pages). Then, please share up to 4 of your ideas in each section about
the domains requiring more standardization.
Doing so, it would be also useful if you could specify:
- what type of standard do you have in mind: an item, material, product, technology, method, procedure, process, service, system or common
terminology within the area?
- what is an objective of the standard you propose i.e., enhancing LEA’s performance and/or improving interoperability between LEAs and
between the EU Member States by raising quality, raising safety, improving transparency, reducing costs, opening markets for businesses.
If necessary, please follow your proposals with short explanations/justifications in more details of what the standards you suggested are about.

1.

Migration
Suggestions for standards

Initial
examples

1.

Standardized technology for assessment of the age of migrants

Your
proposals

1.

Your explanations:
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Type

Objective

Technology,
Product

Performance/Interoperability: quality,
opening market for business

2.

Cybercrime
Suggestions for standards

Initial
examples

1.

Your
proposals

Type

Objective

Procedure,
Method

Performance: quality, transparency

Type

Objective

System,
Service

Interoperability: transparency, safety

Suggestions for standards

Type

Objective

Unified protocol to report and exchange data on terrorists’
modus operandi

Terminology,
Protocol

Performance/Interoperability: quality,
transparency

Best practice manuals for ensuring privacy and data protection in
fighting diverse types of cybercrime

1.

Your explanations:

3.

Serious & Organised Crime
Suggestions for standards

Initial
examples

1.

Early warning system on termination of serving a sentence by
members of international criminal groups

Your
proposals

1.

Your explanations:

4.

Terrorism

Initial
examples

1.

Your
proposals

1

Your explanations:

Fig. 59. ILEAnet Standardization Questionnaire
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Annex 2. Results of the ILEAnet Study on Domains Requiring
Further Standardization
LEAST

MOST

MIGRATION
IMPORTANT
Human age
assessment

Automated linguistic
translation

Surveillance and
border management

Combating migrant
smuggling

Information sharing on
human trafficking

Surveillance and
border management

Combating migrant
smuggling

Safeguarding privacy

Prevention

Crimes on-line

Prevention

URGENT
Automated linguistic
translation

Human age
assessment

Information sharing on
human trafficking

CYBERCRIME
IMPORTANT
Economic cybercrime

Crimes on-line

(ex aequo)

Response

(ex aequo)
URGENT

Economic cybercrime

Safeguarding privacy

(ex aequo)

Response

(ex aequo)

SERIOUS & ORGANISED CRIME
IMPORTANT
Crimes against cultural
goods

Environmental crimes

Information sharing on
OCG activities

Prevention

Warning systems

Prevention

Warning systems

URGENT
Crimes against cultural
goods

Environmental crimes

Information sharing on
OCG activities

TERRORISM
IMPORTANT
Intelligence on
terrorist recruitment

Information sharing on
terrorist activities

Prevention

(ex aequo)

Terminology

(ex aequo)

Warning systems

URGENT
Terminology

Intelligence on
terrorist recruitment

Prevention

Information sharing on
terrorist activities

Warning systems

CROSS–CUTTING DOMAINS
IMPORTANT
Open-source
intelligence

Improving quality
of data

International criminal
investigations

Evidence exchange

Sharing criminal
information

Evidence exchange

Sharing criminal
information

URGENT
Open-source
intelligence

Improving quality
of data

International criminal
investigations

Fig. 60. Results of the ILEAnet study on domains requiring further standardization
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